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United Press International

Murray, Ky., Mond

Afternoon, August 4, 1969

104 Per Copy

Missouri Town Eerily Quiet
After Shattering Explosions

•

Vol. LXXXX No. 183

Four Accidents Are
Reported In Murray
Over Past Weekend

pieces of debris buried in the
By SYDNEY REIBSCHEID
NOEL, Mo. (UPI) — It was a earth. An axle, apparently from
resort town nestled beside a this car, was found a quarter
Mrs. Lena Wiley of Almo calls
small lake in the shadow of the of a mile away. The wheel from
about a big tomato that she
Ozark Mountains. Today the on- a car ripped through the roof
grew. This monster weighed in
ly v.sitors
National of a house several blocks from
were
at one pound and 12 ounces.
•
the track.
Guardsmen
It measured 14% inches around
Mrs. Roxie Miller, 48, the
&sides the unusual quiet
one way and 13 inches the oth•
brouht by the evacuation of only fatality, was struck in the
er. This was a Big Boy and
Betty Louise Donelson, age
•
rearly all the 1,000 residents, chest by a metal share which
Mrs. Wiley says that it is as
18, of Murray Route Six was
there were 200 damaged build- had been part of a window caspreett a tomato as she has ever
reported injured in a two-car
•
ings, a 20-foot deep gorge and ing ripped out by the blast.
seen.
collision Saturday at 10:32 p.m.,
al
said
Patrol
The Highway
the guardsmen patroling to preaccording to the report filed by
vent looting as mute evidence homes were destroyed, 58
Local schools will be in sesthe investigating officers o f
of two vicious, unexplained ex- others were heavily damaged,
sion four weeks from today.
the Murray Police Department
and 55 less badly damaged
plosions Sunday.
The Murray girl is reported
Not only was the cause of the Eighty-eight businesses were
Our sympathy to the Stout and
R. L. Cooper, Health Coord- to have suffered a neck injury
blasts unknown, even the ex- damaged. One church was de- inator of Callaway County and was treated at the MurrayCovington families on the death
act circumstances surrounding molished and another heavily Health Department, announced Calloway County Hospital. She
of Mrs. Stout.
them were the subject of con- damaged. Only one business in
x-rayed and released, acIn a ceremony conducted on July 29, 1969 at Murray State University, First Sem. troversy among investigators, the town, the State Bank of today that the Mobile X-Ray urt was
T. C. Collie reminded us that
it will be at the Health De- cording to hospital officials.
*ant Harold J. Showman of the Department of Military Science, retnlisted In the United
One thing was certain. The Noel, showed no exterior dam- partment on Wednesday, Augthose big red flowers at Oliver
Cars involved were a 1960
States Army.
explosions left one person dead, age.
Cherry's house are Canvas. We
Chevrolet four door sedan ownust 6, 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.
First Sergeent Showman was given the reenlistment oath by Colonel Eff W. Birdsong 40 injured and Noel practically
had a mental block and could
Every person over 18 years ed by H. Donelson and driven
Jr., Professor of Military Science at Murray State University. Sergeant Showman's wife, aghost town.
not remember what they were.
of age is eligible for chest x- by Betty Louise Donelson, and
Marilyn,
and
daughter,
Linda,
presentation.
oath
and
witnessed
the
X
deep
crater
feet
20
We knew they were not Flags,
ray. If under 18 years of age a 1962 Chevrolet four door
First Sergeant Showman has a total of 21 years service in the United States Army, and
some 50 feet long marked the
but that was as close as we
and have a positive skin test, hardtop driven by Clyde Hilton
is presently being assigned to the Republic of South Vietnam. Sergeant Showman's family spat of the explosions.
could get. Seems that the older
persons are also eligible, Coop- Colson of Paducah.
will reside In Murray, Kentucky during his absence.
Initial reports were that the
we get, the more mental blocks
Police said Miss Donelson,
er said.
prohuge
larger blast was a
we have.
No pregnant woman , will be going north on U.S. Highway
League
-AllMurray
Colt
The
pane tank at a storage depot of
x-rayed except by ,a doctor's 641 North, was making a right
the Tri-State Gas Co., near the Stars were elminated from the written r_equest, according to turn into Tom's Pizza Palace,.
The first football game this
TournaSectional
League
Colt
railroad tracks
'when her car was hit in the
fall for Murray State is with
ment at Paducah Saturday when Cooper.
Roads Sealed Off
The public if urged to take rear end by the Colson car goEast Michigan, here, on SepPaby
the
defeated
were
they
However, a spokesman for
advantage of this service which ing north on 641. The blinker
tember 20.
ducah Alf-Stars 3-1.
SEWART AFB, Tenn. — For the Empire Gas Co., at Lebanon,
is provided through the cooper light of the Donelson car was
prevhad
Murray
team
The
ty members of the 462nd Medi parent firm of Tri-State, said iously beaten M. Carmel, Ill ation of the Elks clubs of Ken on to designate the turn, acSquirrels have already begun
cal Services Flight, a ready re "It was not our equipment and Madisonville and had lost tucky, State Department: ofi cording to the police_ report.
to work on this year's- Acorn
unit whose home base i which blew."
serve
Damage to the Doneison car
crop. The Iron Oak has Acorns
released
SunHealth, and the Calloway Coun
statement
FRANKFOWT, Ky. (UPI) — in a
The highway and all other to Madisonville in the double
are presently spending
Sewart,
was on the left rear and to the
fox the first time and you can The state will build two new day night.
ty Health Department
tournament.
elimination
roads leading ;nto Noel were
Colson car on the right side.
see the Squirrels way out on camps for delinquent boys in
The Marshall County camp two weeks here at the 314th
Paducah scored their three
sealed off by troopers w h o
Saturday at 6:15 p.m. a cola limb puling them off. They Marshall and Butler counties, will be on 53 aeries leased at no Tactical Hospital.
committed
six
hits
and
runs
on
thousands
of
cars
turned
back
lision occurred at 12th and Main
get a good foothold and sit Gov. Louie B. Nunn announced cost from the Tennessee Val- The reservists, most of them
had
one
and
Murray
errors
2
comm- of Sunday night sightseers.
Streets.
.there munching on them.
ley Authority. The site is on from Middle Tennessee
Some state troopers at the run on one hit and one error.
Involved were a 1967 ChevKentucky Lake east of Benton. unities, are here for their anJohn Rayburn was the losing
one
or
said
more
small
acene
rolet Impala driven by Richard
Found a long time acquaintThe Butler County site is on nual active duty training.
for
Murray.
pitcher
tanks
aboard
a
truck
propane
cited
Lieutenant
Fifteen persons were
D. Maddox of Route Two, Harrance Saturday while pulling
the Green River five miles Commanded by
exploded but that the main
by the Murray Police Depart- isburg, Ill., and a 1969 Oldsmosome weeds out of the Azaleas.
northwest of Morgantown. A Colonel James S. Cheatham', the
blast was on a railroad car,
ment on Saturday and Sunday, bile Cutlass owned by William
An Ant Lion had his pit dug in
100-acre tract has been bought 462nd was the recipient of the carrying ammonium perchlon
according
to the citation
i
n
award"
unit
"outstanding
E. Syler and driven by Danny
some sandy soil waiting for
from Perry Evans for $21,000.
ate, a chemical used in the
last
ports.
Region
Force
Air
Third
Ray Syler of Providence.
his prey to fall in. What he
The existing Barkley Boys
The women of the Oaks Counmanufacture of munitions. The
One person was cited f o
The City Police said that
does is this. He fashions a fun- try Club will have its first qua- Camp near Kentucky Dam Vil- year.
speeding at one hundred miles Maddox was going south on
The 11 officers and 29 air- cargo was owned by the Denel shaped pit in sandy soil, lifying round oi eighteen holes lage State Park will be shifted
to
reported
thefts
were
Two
bound
Department
and
per hour at night in a fifty 12th Street, and had stopped
par', of a mobility unit fense
then he gets in the bottom of in their
Play Tourna- to the new Marshall County men are prepared and equippa plant at either Marshall the Murray Police
mile speed zone, two were cit..- for the light at 12th 'and Main
and are
the funnel with just bie eyes ment on wednenlay, August 6. camp when it is completed.
weekend.
ever the
liornak, Tex.
ed for driving while intoxicat.
sticking out. If an Ant or some
Assistant Child Welfare Com- ed to set up an emergency cliLineups are as follows:
John Workman of 1700 Mil- ed and no operator's license, Streets. Syler, also going south
Asst. Fire Chief Dick Easter
anytime.
and
anywhere
nic
other small insect happens by
missioner
Ken
Harper
said
the
8:30 Saundra Edwards, Sue
Avenue, Murray, reported two for driving while intoxicat- on 12th Street, hit the Maddox
The group of reservists will said no propane "blew" al- ler
and falls into the funnel, he Morris, Laura Parker, and Bob- Barkley camp, an old CCC fahis 10 h.p. Johnson out- ed, two for reckless driving, car in the rear, according to
that
though gas around valves or
just sits there while the insect bie Buchanan.
cility with limited acreage, is work in the Sewart hospital as
motor was taken off his one for reckless driving and the police report.
regular staff members. They "blow holes" on the tanks board
wears himself out trying to
Damage to the Maddox car
8:35 Mabel Rogers, Essie inadequate.
boat in his yard some- possession of alcohol, three for
fishing
fire.
caught
climb the steep walla. After so Caldwell, Grace James, and
Construction of the new will complete training and dewas on the rear end and to the
and
Thursday
between
time
explosion
He said a small
possession of alcohol, one for Syler car on the front end.
long a time, he emerges from Virginia Jones.
Marshall County camp will be- part here August 2.
main blast, Sunday.
no operator's license and illegWhile stationed here for two oreceeded the
his hiding place and grabs his
Another accident occurred
8:40 Betty Thompson, Mur- gin in about a year, Harper
Craig Rhodes of 603 Chest- al possession of alcohol, one
luckless victim and has him relle Walker, Janice Stubble- said. The estimated cost of weeks last winter the squad- which occurred at 4:05 an:
Saturday at the time of 820
his
that
reported
Street
departnut
the
fire
just
as
CDT
for speeding, and two for pub- p.m. on the intersection of Popfor lunch.
$300,000 will be included in the ron assembled a 36-bed tent in
field, and Maxa Read.
glass lic drunkenness.
area as a part of rnent arrived. He said firemen car was entered with a
lar and South 12th Streets.
8:45 Marie Weaver, Sue Mc- biennial budget to be submitt- the hospital
Stoldoor.
were so busy at the time, warn- being broken in the
A Dragon Fly speeds by full Dougal, Nell
their training schedule.
Cars involved were a 1965
containing
Tackett, and Too- ed to the 1970 Legislature, he
ease
was
one
2
safety,
residents
to
flee
to
ing
Those from Murray who are
of confidence. He comes to a pie Thomas.
FREE PUPPIES
Buick four door hardtop owned
said.
theft
The
tapes.
stereo
fifteen
that "no one really saw what
halt, hovering in the air near
Two female puppies, about by W. D. Lassiter and driven
The Butler County camp will members of this reserve unit happened."
8:50 Doris Rose, Mary Alice
was reported at 9:20 a.m. on
the bird bath, then turns on
four months old, are available by Randy Dale Lassiter of Hacost an estimated $400,000 and are Alc Fred P. Stalls, Ale
Smith, and Margaret Tidwell.
Saturday.
Ill,
William
Deramus
preJones and Alc Wilthe after-burner and zips into
as free pets. Call 436-2113.
zel, and a 1968 Buick two door
8:55 Betty Powell, Kathryn •is due to be opened next fall, Limes M.
Udent of the Kansas City Southe woods. He has two wings
liam H. Solomon III.
hardtop driven by Robert K.
Outland, Ann Cole, and Jerri the governor said.
!hen Railway, said ammonium
on each side.
Plebus of Dyersburg, Tenn.
Each camp will house 50
Andersen.
perchlorate is not explosive.
Police said Plebus, going
9:00 Beverly Spann, Marilyn boys and both will be operated
But chemists said it would exsouth on South 12th Street,
Adkins, Jeannie
Crittenden, by the Department of Child
plode if heated to temperatures
had stopped for the stop sign
Welfare.
and Cheryl Dailey.
around 200 degrees.
at Poplar and 12th Streets. LasThe
construction
is
part
of
9.05 Anna Mae Owens, Linda
LAM, VIETNAM (AHTsiter, also going south on 12th
Crew Spots Glow
Adams, and Ada Sue Roberts. an effort to depopulate Ken- PHU
Army Sergeant First- While the train was stopped
Street, slowed to stoP—but col9:10 Sadie Ragsdale, Molly tucky Village in Fayette Coun- 41C)- -Class Wesley P. Davis, whose at Noel to pick up a brakeman,
lided with the Plebus car, acJones, Edith Garrison, and ty and separate the boys into
glass beads and a cunk of com- cording to the police report.
smaller units according to age wife, Ora, lives in Hazel, Ky., crew members spotted a glow
By RICHARD W. HATCH
Sheila Grogan.
received the Join Service Com- apparently from a fire. DeraDamage to the Lassiter car
9:15 Ellie Keene, Kathryn and problem.
SPACE CENTER, Houston pacted dust.
The governor also announced: mendation Medal July 2 near. inus theoried it spread to sev- (UPI) — Scientists hoped to get Neil A. Armstrong, Michael was on the front end and to
Garrott, Polly_Seale, and Peggy
—Bids will be opened Aug. Phu Lam, Vietnam
eral cars of dehydrated alfalfa their first look today inside the Collins and Edwin E. Aldrin, the Plebus car on the rear end.
Hooks.
Sgt. 1.C. Davis received the behind
Sunday morning at 4:30 a.m,
it. He said he believed second box of moon rocks the men who returned to earth
9:20 Myrtle Mae Grogan, Ber- 27 for new buildings at Woodsaward for meritorious service a
bend
Boys
Camp
in
Morgan
trackside
warehouse contain- brought back to earth by Apol- the first pieces of the moon, an accident occurred on the
nice
Wallin,
and
Nellie
Jo BryHoward Crittenden, principal
U.S.
Army.
with
the
faced another day of technical parking lot of the Palace Drive
County, to replace buildings
ing ammonium nitrate, an exo I Calloway County High an.
The sergeant, noncommission- plosive fertilizer, contributed lo 11.
reports today.
burned last Dec 25. The boys
Inn at North 16th and Chestnut
9:25
moon
Kay
of
the
Ray,
Fay
pounds
Forbus,
About
39
School, has announced the
Report On Systems
have been housed - temporarily- ed officer in charge of commun- to the blast, possibly touching was in the aluminum box that
Streets.
and
Eleanor
D'Angelo.
dates for the registration of all
ications security in Phu Lam off the
Linda S. Caudill of Louisville
main explosion. How resembles a small suitcase. Their agenda called for deSheila Grogan is the golf hos- in a converted bowling alley in
students who plan to attend
Signal Battalion, entered the ever,
tailed reports on the individual and Murray Route Three, drivWest Libe'rty.
state
troopers
said
the
find
no
tess.
to
expected
Geologista
the high school for the 1969-70
systems of "Eagle", the ship ing a 1969 Ford two door own—$700,000 has been ear- Army in 1958 and was stationed warehouse appeared to have surprises.
Anyone else wishing to play
school year.
in Washington, D. C., before been
that landed Armstrong and Al- ed by Sandy Parker of Murray
marked
for
a
new
children's
reby
the
damaged
explosion
who
precious
is
not
in
of
the
the lineup is inThe first box
The schedule is as follows:
ception center in Owensboro arriving in Vietnam last Jan- without contributing to the moon material was opened July drin on the moon two weeks a- Route Three, backed up and hit
Monday, August 11, Seniors. vited to come to the club to be and $650,000
for a reception uary. He holds the Army Com- blast. .
26 and preliminary studies go, and of Columbia, the com- a parked car, according to the
Tuesday, August 12, Juniors. paired at the tee Wednesday center in
northern Kentucky mendation Medal.
Crumpled
walls
of
the
waremorning.
showed it contained igneous mand module that brought all City Police report filed at 4:A0
Wednesday, August 13, Sophoa.m. Sunday.
house lay on the ground and rock, apparently caused by vol- three back home.
The final eighteen holes in No sites have been acquired
mores.
The debriefing was the first
yet.
The parked car was a 1963
bags of fertilizer hung from the canism; loose moon dust with
the
tournament
will
be
held
the
'Thursday, August 14, Fresh--$130,000 has been allocated
limbs of nearby trees, but sacks a surprising abundance of tiny work session after a leisurely Chevrolet two door owned by
following
Wednesday
on
August
men.
for renovation of Kentucky
weekend in their 31-room quar- Paul Everett Butterworth o f
of the explosive material also
Friday, August 15, All new 13 with the same lineups.
Children's Home in Lyndon and
antine suite. The three moon Murray Route One and was
remained
United Pres* International
inside
the
structure,
previousstudents who have not
voyagers and the 1616 other damaged on the left front fend$30,000 for major repairs at the
apparently untouched.
ly filled out a sign-up sheet.
existing Lyndon Reception Cenmen quarantined with them re- er and bumper. One of the
A
state
trooper
said
five
dePartly
cloudy
southeast
with
Crittenden said registration
ter.
mained in "excellent health" Murray police cars was parked
isolated showers or thunder- molished boxcars in the 126
will begin each morning at 8:30
—The department plans to showers and generally fair else- car train included one which
through the weekend, accord- next to the Butterworth car and
a.m.
establish two halfway houses where through Tuesday. Highs "vanished" except for a few
A revival meeting is in pro- ing to a routine announcement the bumper was scratched on
Any new student who lives
Mrs. Walter (Vera) Hutchens, for
boys, in Jefferson County today in the 80s. Lows tonight
gress at the Coles Camp The 21-day quarantine was the car, according to the police
In the Callaway County School 1704 Miller Avenue, has been and northern
Kentucky, and 51 to 66.
Ground United Methodist scheduled to end next Monday. report.
District and plans to attend Cal- transferred from the Murray- one for girls, in
Jesse Leroy Stewart, 49, a
Jefferson
No damage was reported to
CounChurch.
to
loway County High School who Caloway County Hospital
cook
in the moon lab, Sunday the Parker car.
ty.
They
will
each
be
held
group
being
Services
are
homes
FIVE-DAY
FORECAST
has not filled out a sign-up the Baptist Memorial Hospital, where
young persons just reevening at 7:30 from Sunday. conducted the first worship
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) —
sheet, is asked to please con- Memphis, Tenn.
leased
from
institutions
August 3, through Friday, service held in the quarantine
will
The
Kentucky
five-day
weather
who
those
Her address for
tract Principal Crittenden imlive
during
transition
8. The evangelist is the quarters. Stewart, a deacon in
period.
August
outlook,
Tuesday
through
Satwould like to send her a card
mediately.
—The United Presbyterian urday.
BURBANK, Calif. TIN — A pastor, Rev. Jim Baker.
the nearby New Hope Baptist
HutWalter
Mrs.
letter
is
or
school
registration
During
police sergeant raided a teleChurch, read the 23rd Psalm
Church's Board of Natiored
congreand
the
The
pastor
Temperatures
will
average
2
Baptist
Me776A,
books and annuals will be on chens, Room
vision antenna Sunday night gation extend a cordial invita- from the Old Testament arid
has
Missions
returned
a
$10,000
to
4
degrees
below
normal.
sale at Calloway County High morial Hospital, Memphis, lease payment to the state
preached a brief sermon.
to Turning cooler again latter half after a citizen reported seeing tion to each one to attend.
Tenn. 38103.
:School.
He said he selected the scripbe used in programs at the of the week. Normal Highs 86- long strings of a dark-looking
substance hanging from it.
ture reading because it begins
Frenchburg Boys Center. The 90 and lows 62-71
state leases the center from the
"The Lord is my shepherd ..."
Sgt. Russ Sanders, peering
"I think that was one way
church,
up at the antenna in the dim
could get it over to our
we
evening light, figured the
Miss Beth Parks, daughter of
astronauts that they accomNancy Williams, age 18, of
marijuana—
strings
be
might
Olive Parks, 1623 Calloway ,
NOW YOU KNOW
deal,
and
it
plished
a
great
Murray Route One, was treated
or posibly peyote.
Mrs. Charlie (Ruth) Lassiter
Avenue, has placed first in the
The regular ladies day of gulf at the emergency room of the
Mrs. Tom (Dewdrop) Rowlett
of 507 Chestnut Street, Murray, was done by God being our freshman class of approximatewill be held at the Calloway Murray • Calloway County Hosreturned from Nashville, Tenn, He quietly placed a ladder Is a patient at the Baptist Me- shepherd," Stewart said later.
County
Country Club on Wed- pital on Sunday at ten a.m. . by United Press international last week where she attended a against the side ef the house, morial Hospital, Memphis,
Armstrong At 'Service ` ly one hundred students at the
,
fiesday. August 6.
In ancient times young me- to weks workshop in element- climbed to the rooftop and Tentr.- She entered the hospital
A spokesman said Armstrong University of Louitville -School'
Hospital officials said she
Apollo41-crewil Law,. Louisville.
• Tee oft time-w*--be a nine Ind • an Ilijdrit ..The ankle dicine men danced- "With Un- ary physical education at Pei- *toed to. the antenna.
on . Sunday. Her husband is represented, the
asiarwoul
made4 rsvas treated,.7C-rayien, °Ad married
-at
theservice:1'nd
"f--ew Tjail forma- Muzr-a4 SiabettyCutlege.
.
,
•-•
—
'fertility
Yiniti her
MempIlls. of
At the tee. buss Orr will be goal re/listed, recces:WO'to hosjitsr rite cittled the' —111511m1rOTb, di Ttie hittrrarwtmtstrts a prce
Sanders —quickry-realideir froth
Her idareits is as -foffowt:
and scholarAidrin eiseemaeer
Moot Court award
hostess.
the Nee"'
thank
e ry
3erth
muclenh." deaccm'
1 -yYoUlir*V.
officials. Reports show she was choro, the same dance heal- feaor in the health and physi- the -odor -that he had raided a Mrs. Ruth Lassiter, Room "e
A potluck lunch will be serv- injured in an automobile acci- dent NixOn performed Sunday cal education department at smelly — but lawful — rooftop 1064 U, Baptist Memorial Hos- and Collins worked on their ship, and was named as the
, dent.
ed at noon.
Murray State University.
in Romania.
beef jerky oaring operation.
pital, Memphis, Tenn.
'
(Continued on Page Six)
(Continued on Page Six)

X-Ray Unit
To Be Here
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In Our 90th Year

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

lifij

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

Colt League AllStars Eliminated
From Tournament

New State Boys Camp To he
Built In Marshall County

Local Reservists
On 2 Weeks Duty

Fifteen Persons
Cited By Police

Medal Play Tourney
First Round Will
Be At The Oaks

Motor And Tapes
Reported Stolen

male

tnded
teflon
rionaI
ictors
loway
ition.
rimer
.aker

Rose,_
right,

als Uhl

se

Department

Second Box Of Moon Rocks
Open For Inspection T _ay

Wesley Davis Is
Presented Medal

Registration
At Calloway
Is Planned

[

WEATHER REPORT

IIP

Mrs. Hutchens Is
Memphis Patient

Revival Now At
Coles Camp Ground

Drug Raid Finds
Jerky On Antenna

Calloway Club To
Hold Ladies Day

••......••••• 116

Nancy Williams is
Treated, Hospital

Mrs. Tom Rowlett
Attends Course

Mrs. Lassiter Is
Hospital Patient

Beth Parks
Places First
In Her Class
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-
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NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: WALLACE
WITIall CO., 1300
.Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg.,
New York. N.Y.
" 'Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

r

Entered at the Post Office, Murray,
Kentucky, for traminuassoa
Second Class Matter
tS11UB8CIPTI0N RATES: By
Carrier In Murray, per week 350, per
trif=h 11.52. In Calloway and
adjoining counties, per year, OM;
1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere 916.00. All
service subscriptions $11.00.
"The Outstanding Civic Asset of a
Cemmunity is the
Integrity of its Newspaper"

MONDAY — AUGUST 4, 1969

Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

WASHINGTON - Mrs. Richard Nixon commenting on the thousands
of people who waited hours and braved rainstorms to see the
American President and First Lady during their eight-nation tour:
"I wouldn't do it."
CASTEL GANDOLFO, Italy - Pope Paul VI elated over his experience in Africa last week:
"I tell you, among the many experiences providence has reserved for our ministry this truly was one of the most cheering ...Did
you ever see sisters dancing?"
ANDREWS AFB, Md. - President Nixon upon his return to the
United States from his round-the-world tour:
"As we saw very dramatically and movingly in Bucharest today
and yesterday, the things which unite men and women in the world
are much deeper than those which divide them."
WASHINGTON - Former Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey
describing his impressions of Soviet policy after his recent visit to
Moscow:
"...The overriding concern in the Soviet Union today is about
security. They don't advance the discussion on China, but once it is
open they are very concerned about the border problems with
China."

Bible Thoughtfor Today
And Jesus answered him, saying, It is written, That man shall
not Live by bread alone, but by every word of God. - Luke 4:4.
Bread for hungty bodies is important: kindness to starved souls
and love for unloved hearts is more important.
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MURRAY. KENTUCKY

PUBLISHED by LEDdER & TIMES PUBLISHING
COMPANY.
Inc.. ConeolidaUon of the Murray Ledger, The
Callow*/ Times, and
The TImes-Herald, 0e-t
,
ther 20, 1923. end the_Wiraj Meatu
January 1, 1942.
1113 N. 4th Street, Murray, Kentucky 421171
JAMES O. WILLIAMS, PUBLI5HER
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising,
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, Letters to the Editor,
are not for the bail
interest of our readers.
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er, brother of the late president.
This year, according to FBI
statistics, violent crime is increasing, with murder up 7 per
cent and armed robbery up 27
per cent. But there is no fresh
blood from a famous figure, a
fact even gun control crusaders
like Sen. Thomas J. Dodd, DConn., recognized as a legislative liability.
"No admonition will create a
"It apparently takes the death groundswell of public support,"
if a beloved leader "
Dodd said. "It apparently takes
the death of a beloved Leader to
By WILLIAM B. MEAD
temporarily do that."

Gun Control
Appears To
Be Dead Issue

t4

Chicago
New Yo
St. Loui
Pittsburi
Philadeli
Montreal

WASHINGTON UPI - Gun control appears a dead issue in Con-

;Tess this year and perhaps next,
'erring another dramatic assaisination.
•
Ironically, the final blow may
lave been dealt by the National
Violence Commission's proposal
EMPLOYEES AT KENTUCKY STATE PARKS OUTFITTED WITH NEW UNIFORMS—The Kentucky
mder which the government wouDepartment of Parks recently adopted new uniforms to be worn by personnel throughout the park system.
id confiscate about 90 per cent of
Pictured above at General Butler State Resort Park are the uniforms for park security guard, chef, waitress,
the 24 million privately owned
bus-boy, park manager, kitchen helper, recreation supervisor, maid, male life-guard, bellman, maintenance
pistols in the United States.
worker and maintenance supervisor, seated are front desk clerk, left, and female life-guard.
"They've proved that the gun
nuts were right," said one connents.
I tract, appointed by the governor. gressional source who worked
gun control for two years.
By 1913 Kentucky had ap- The Acts of 1936 divided the On
"When this whole flap started,
aroximately 58,000 miles of Highway Department into: Conthe immediate reaction from the
A Concise History of
oad of which 10,636 miles were struction, Maintenance, Records, gun lovers was, You louse, you'I
f. the Kentucky
mproved roads. Of this total Equipment, Rural Highways and re trying to get my gun.' And
here it is."
d' Department of Highways 300 miles were operated by Highway Patrol_
.
•
There was little congressional
Turnpike Companies.
At the 1938 session, the
impetus anyway. The Nixon adThe counties raised road legislature declared all roads and
ministration, asked to testify on
funds by a levy amounting to highw,ays now established to be various gun control bills, told a
Produced By
S1,933,000 and 185,000 free a part of the primary system. Senate subcommittee this week it
Office
of Public Affairs
•••
,aborers, residing on the rural The Highway Department was was against all proposals aimed
guns
Kentucky Department
roads, worked 6 days during the given rile authority to determine at requiring registration of
and licensing of their owners.
ear
to
build and maintain the what, when, and where improve4e•
of Highways
Moreover, the administration
ments,.
roads. This was required by
-maintenance, construc- signalled its belief gun control
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
statute.
tion, and routes were to be built. required little attention. To testThe growth and develop- ify for the Justice Department,
By 1914, with the increase
of motor vehicles,the clamor for ment of the Kentucky road it sent Donald E. Santarelli, an
After Kentucky became a ment was abolished. All the
'good roads" was ever on the system has been one of turmoil associate deputy attorney general. Santarelli's relatively low
state in 1792, among the prob. roads built from 1863 to 1912
increase. The act of 1912 was and pain and yet, it has been
rank-coatsasted with gun control
ItinajacitirAlat:young territory were built by county units and proven inadequate and the Gene- enormous in the
past 50 years. testimony by two attornPys gen.=
had
no
state
help,
interest
or
better
was that of building a
ral Assembly -Created a system of In a concise history of such a eral , Nicholas DeB. Katzenbach
system of roadways so that control.
Public State Highways to con- gigantic organization as the Ken- and Ramsay Clark,. during the
By 1912 the automobile was
travel between the various comnect each county seat with the tucky'-Department of Highways Johnson adreinistration.
Last year Congress passed its
munities and towns could be beginning to come more and
:ounty seat of any adjoining is, it is impossible to tell the
first significiant gun legislation
made more rapidly and with more into the picture. The days
.ounty on the most direct and whole story.
since the gangster era, a bill
of "Old Dobbin" were numgreater ease.
Today Kentucky has one of banning'most interstate gun sales
Ilractical wute. To finance this
Many of the young state's bered and the cry for "good
new state road system a gasoline the finest, most highly organized and all interstate mail order
laws were copied in full or in roads" was being heard. "Good
tax- was levied and an auto and efficient Departments-6f ammunition sales. The congresspart from those cxisting in Vir- roads" organizations flourished
ional fire had been fed by public
Highways in the nation. The
:icense tax was instituted.
ginia. In many instances the laws in every town and hamlet. Many
outcry from the assassinations
The counties, in order to original expenditure of two of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
relating to roads also were pat- organizations began to put pres,hare in this money, had to thousand pounds (approxi- and Sen. Robert F. Kennedy.
terned after those of Virginia. sure on the elected officials and
After Kennedy's death, Presinatch the state funds. A for- mately $5600) in 1794 has
Some of these laws helped to in time the "Department of Pub-nula was set up for the state and grown steadily over the years dent Lyndon B. Johnson created
establish commissions that were lic Roads" was created by the
the commission on violence, Its
county matching funds. This for- and now approaches $300 milresponsible for building new legislature.
_
chairman is Milton S Eisenhowmula was revised from time to lion annually. One of the world's
"waggon roads" between the
The total expenditures for
time in order that poorer coun- finest system of highways .crisslarger towns of the state and the the first year's operations was
later commissions set up a sys- $10,191 and the staff consistad ties could share to a greater crosses the Blue Grass state, with
More constantly being built.
tern of flaying for the construc- of nine people. The head of this *egret.
The 1914 legislature, beEach citizen and taxpayer
tion and maintenance of the new department was the Com-
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missioner of Public Roads. He
roads with turnpikes or "toll
and his office were restricted to
gates." These were locations at
an advisory capacity to the
which fees were paid by those
various counties. He could help a
who traveled certain sections of
county in making surveys and
the roads.
plans but he had no authority
In 1836 the General Assemover construction or maintebly created the "Board of Internance. With the approval of the
nal Improvement." Among its
governor the commissioner
responsibilities was that of invescould employ engineers and
tigating Turnpike Companies
clerks but the total salaries of all
that applied to operate in the
employees plus travel plus supstate; examining the roads in
plies, etc., could not exceed
which the state had invested
$25,000 per year.
funds and to make recorrunendaFrom July 1, 1912, to
tions to the governor and the:
November 1, 1913, the new deGeneral Assembly.
partment made plans for, surBy 1837 over 343 miles of
veys of, finished profiles, specifimacadam roads(rock and gravel)
cations and. estimates on 61
were built and 237 miles more
miles of new road, made plans
were under contract.
On March 15, 1869, the for 153 bridges and inspected
"Board of Internal Improve- 374 miles of road for irnprove-

BACK FROM THE MOON—Postmaster General Winton M.
Blount holds the engraved die carried to the Moon and back
by Apollo 11 to speed printing of one of history's most remarkable stamps. The stamp is expected to be issued sometime in late August, Blount said in Washington, and will be
50 per cent larger than the usual stamp size. It depicts a
spaceman stepping from the Lunar Module onto the Moon,
and bears the inscription, "FIRST MAN ON THE MOON"

lieving that at some future date
the Federal government would
extend aid to the States for the
purpose of Highway construction, passed a law that gave the
Commissioner of Public Roads
the authority to cooperate with
the Federal authorities' to the
end that Kentucky might share
in such aid. This was a wise
move for as early as 1914 a
Federal grant of $20.000 was
secured for improvement of a
post road in Montgomery
County. At about the same time
three senior Federal engineers
were assigned to Kentucky.
...These engineers_acted as division
engineers for the state.
•
World Wu I canceled plans
for an $85,000,000 appropriation to build rural post roads.
The first Federal aid project
began in 1919 in Carter County.

should seek to know more about
the "functions and operations"
of the Kentucky Department of
Highways.In doing so,each one
should have a keener understanding of how the highway
dollars are spent and just how
much in travel pleasure each is
receiving from this expenditure.
Such information can always be
secured from the Office of Public Affairs, Kentucky Department of Highways, Frankfort.
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SALES SERVICE AND PARK RENTAt_
HWY 94 ONE MILE EAST OF MURRAY
OFFICE PH 753.66B

JOHN D GROGAN
753-2985
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Dom makes

it three
HOLLYWO()1)(UPI) - Television comic Dom De Luise will
make his third moVie appearance
in "Norwood" which stars Glen
Campbell.

highway system should be centralized, created the State Highway Commission.
An auto tax of 60 cents per
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Business Established 1874
Cast additions
litiLLYWOOD (UPI)
Basehart and William
Shatner, both coming off tele
vision series, have been added tc
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the cast of "Sole Survivor" star.
ring Vice Edwards.

ACF

1.Prefix:
4.Cease
8-Brown
11 Supple
12-Europe
13-Ele. ii
14-Note a
15-Goddei
healing
17 Play in
19-Unit of
cutreni
21-Algoncp
Indian
23 Take
24 Period
26 Prefix:
28 Blemisl
31 Wager
33 Worm
35 Before
36.Liquid
(abbr.)
38-Handle
41 Printer'
measur
42-Swiss r
44 Still
45•Emerge
victorio
47 Bittsc..
49.Tennis
51 One fol
54-Female
56 Tattere,
'58.Tim
59 Macaw!
62.Rocky
64 A cont,
(abbr )
65 Mounta
66 Clean
64-Finj• Øa
70 Golf ma
71 Plumlik

Stephen L. Yarbrough

* * *

rated horse power was levied as
was a tax of 1 cent per gallon on
gasoline.

Phone 753-2621

GIL G. HOPSON
Home PH 436-51390

By 1920 the General Assembly, realizing that the state road
construction could not be left in
the hands of 120 fiscal courts
and that power over the state's

Don't wait for
your new building!
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Boston
Todal

140-NEY—FIFE A ID QVA R TER S

206 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky
Telephone 753-8811

.

Between 1920 and 1938 the
1egi-slature.i:vith little or no concern for the fact-that money was
not available, added something

over 17,000 miles of road to the
so-called "Primary System."'
Acts of 1924 and 1926 increased the power of the State
Highway Commission. The Commissioners, of which these were
four, had absolute control in an
matters pertaining to construction, location, reconstruct ion

•f

Call 753-1675
Well start your new building today! We can meet tour
exact specifications for space and we'll provide a total
construction service with Stran-Steel building systems.
We can remodel or repair your existing building. As•
sistance with financing is also available.

EDWIN CAIN CONSTRUCTION CO.
621 Soutl; Fourth

Murray.ic.cntucky
"

et FRANCHISED BUILDER

A TOTat SERVICE
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SURPRISE, HAPPINESS AND SHOCK all register
on the face of Louisa Ann Flook, right, when she was
proclaimed Miss Kentucky 1969 during the Miss Kentucky Pageant Saturday night at the Brown Theatre
in Louisville. Miss Floc*. 20, representing Richmond,
where she is a junior at Ea.qtern-Kenttreky-TIntversity,is congratulated bY
State
University, whorwas .firSt runnez-ui), The nelv Mine.
gentucitV ,will 'participate in the Miss •krrtertex Par
eant at Atlanttc City, N. J., in September.
Photo by Art Penick•

c,avte Lyon. miss-moreheed

and maintenance of all roads and
bridges in the state system.
In 1932 a nine-man"commiS-.sion, one each from the nine
districts, was appointed by the
Governor. For some years there
was no state Highway Engineer.
By 1936 the legjslaturchad
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bodia's chief of state, Prince
Norodom §ihiinonk omovei.
told, his Sanghtinf I parliamenti that if he did not get
"a helping hand- in decisions. he .would resign. He
-Trnrgarti7ed iiI department with ^- Itrfamesa Highway ('ArttITIP0201141P,Ati11G•"--neStee4ilhalthalk-lelade
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National League
East
W. L Pa. GB
67 41 .620
Chicago
New York 58 44 .569 6
St. Louis
57 50 .533 91,4
Pittsburgh 54 52 .509 12
Philadelphia 43 62 .410 22%
/
2
Montreal
34 73 .318 321
W. L Pct. GB
West
Cincinnati 55 44 .556 —
San Fran. 59 48 .551 —
60 49 .550 —
Atlanta
Los Angeles 57 48 543 1
57 50 .533 2
Houston
/
2
San Diego 34 74 .315 251
Sunday's Results
Houston 7 Montreal 3, let
Montreal 1 Houston 0, 2nd
San Fran. 3 Pittsburgh 2
Cincinnati 19 Phila 17
Chicago 4 San Diego 3
New York 6 Atla. 5, 11 inns.
Los Angeles 5 St. Louis 0
Today's Probable Pitchers
All Times EDT
Atlanta Stone 9-6 at Montreal Robertson 2-9, 8 p.m.
San Francisco Bolin 5-7 at
Philadelphia Fryman 8-7, 7:30
New York Kw-man 8-6 at
Cincinnati Maloney 4-2, 8 p.m.
Chicago Jeakins 14-9 at
Houston Griffin 7-4, 8:30 p.m.
Los Angeles Singer 13-7 at
St. Louis Briles 10-9, 7 p.m.
Only games scheduled.
Tuesday's Games
Atla at Montreal 2, twi-night
San Fran at Phila., night
New York at Cinci. 2, twi-night
Chicago at Houston, night
St. Louis at San Diego, night
Pitts. at Los Ang , night --American League
East
W. L Pct. GB
Baltimore
73 33 .689 —
58 46 .558 14 ,
Detroit
58 49 .542 .15%
Boston
Washington 56 55 .505 19%
New York 52 56 481 22
44 64 607 30
Cleveland
West
W. L Pet. GE
Minnesota 66 41 .617 —
Oakland
61 42 .592 3
Kansas City 44 62 .415 21%
43 62 .410 22
Seattle
California
41 63 .394 2334
Chicago
• 42 65 .393 24
Sunday's Results
Kan. City 3 Cleveland 2
Detroit 6 Chicago 2
Minnesota 5 Baltimore 2
Calif. 3 Wash. 2, 11 inns.
New York 5 Seattle 3
Oakland 10 Boston 7, 1st
Boston 3 Oakland 2, 2nd
Today's Probable Pitchers
All Times EDT
Minnesota Miller 343 at Detroit Kilkenny 1.1, 9 p.m.
Baltimore Phoebus 11-3 at
Cleveland Hargan 3-8, 7:45 p.m.
Only games scheduled.
Tuesday's Games
Wash. at Chicago, night
Minn. at Detroit, night
Oak. at Cleve, 2, twi-night
Kan. City at Bolt., night
Calif. at New York, night
Seattle at Boston, night
Hustling Hutson

a

ai•

•

NUMBER 536—Hank Aaron of Atlanta belts his 536th career homer that tied him with Mickey
Mantle for third place on the all-time home run list in the Major Leagues. The blast came in
Atlanta's 5-7 loss last week to Montreal in Atlanta. Wednesday night Aaron moved into third
place all by himself when he hit number 537 in Philadelphia in a 6-3 Brave win,
urn photo. -

t

SPORT$
Pete Rose Leads Lombardi
And Unitas
Reds Over Phils Are
Back
By GREG GALLO
UPI Sports Writer

•

-It wasn't enough for Pete Rose
to bang out three hits, including
his Ilth homer of the season, and
drive in four runs against the
Philadelphia Phillies Sunday.
The hustling Cincinnati Reds'
right fielder had to makea diving
catch with two out in the bottom
of the ninth inning to end a slugfest in which the two National
League teams combined for 36
runs and 46 hits as the Reds
managed a 19-17 victory in the
Western Division.
tional League action
In ot er
edged Pittsburgh,
San Fr ,
3-2, New o
defeated Atlanta
6-5, Chicago downed San Diego,
4-3, and Houston split with Montreal, winning the first game,'7-3,
before dropping the nightcap,1-0.
The Giants benefited from a
mental error by first baseman
Al Oliver to score two runs in
the fourth inning and beat Pittsburgh behind Gaylord Perry.
With the bases loaded and one out,
Hal Lanier grounded to second
baseman Gene Alley who tossed
to shertstop Fred Patek. Patek's
relay to first was late, allowing
one run to score, but while Oliver
argued the call with the umpire,
a second run crossed the plate.
Jerry Grote's opposite field
homer leading off the llth inning
enabled the Mets to sweep the
Braves and knock Atlanta from
the top spot in the West. The
Braves had a 5-0 lead on a homer
by Bob Tillman and a four-run
fifth, but the Mets battled back
with five runs in thebottom of the
fifth.
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3-Organ of sight
4-Flat fish
1 -Prefix; before
5-Preposition
4.Cease
6•Ancient
7-Fruit
8-Brown kiwi
11 Supplicate
8.Tumultuous
12 European
crowd
13-Be. II
9-Lubricate
14-Note of scale
10 Beverage
15 Goddess of
11 Frolic
healing
16-Exists
'1'7 Play in water
18-Man's
19-Unit of Siamese
nickname
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,_ 20-Flap
21-Algonquian
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Indian
ft
23-Take unlawfully 25-Soak
27 Suffix.
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24-Period of time
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26 Prefix: three
40 Noise
57 Proceed
29-Native metal
28-Blemish
43,Feast
59 Perform
31 Wager
46 Recent
60 Fish eggs
30 Number
48-Sailor
(colloq.)
33-Worm
61
Sodium
32 Attempt
50 Wash
35
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TELEVISION SCHEDULE

OC Morrunu Show
6 :30
morning Show
Today. Wthr
7 30
00 Todev
'
8 reOD today
Todarr;- Weather.
II Takes Two
9 :00
.30 Concentration
10 10 :1 4eorlrwil"Sauares
1

:00 Jeopardy
30 Eye Gueu
TI4ESDAY

12
•
I

Country Junction
Country Junction
Country Junction
Country Junction
Captain Kangaroo
Captain Kangaroo
Mike Douglas Show
Mike Douglas Show

AFTERNOON

PROGRAMS

Singig Coon
iti:"f4
:00 Days of Our Lives Many Solendored
:30 Toe Doctors
The Guiding light
Secret Storm
Another World
30 You Don't Say
The Edge of Night
00 Match Game; News The Linkletter Show
i32 The Flintstones
Lassie
Movie:
:00 Allen Ludden's
"Desert Hawk"
:33 Gallery
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If
C ..100 Summer Afternoon
J
30 Huntley Brinkley
TUESDAY

Movie
CBS Everting News
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HARRISON, N.Y. UPI - Frank
Beard dropped in a birdbieutt on
the final hole to defeat BeriCreene with a five-under 67 anda 275,
72-hole total to collect the $50,000 first prize in the $250,000
Westchester Golf Classic.

Farn!4 theater

ty
nit?r
Bozo Show
Bozo Show
Lucy Show
Hazel
Barbara Moo, Show
Andy of Mayberry
Barbara Moore Show
Dick Van Dyke
Bewitc hed
Love Of Life
Search tor Tomorrow That Girl

2 00
3

Dream House
Let's Make a Deal
New:vinect Game
Dating Game
General Hospital
One Life To Live
Dark Shedows
.McHale's Navy
The Beverly Hillbillies
I Love Lucy
ABC Evening News
Bronco

ADENAU, Germany UPI- Belgian Jacky Icla's record-setting
pace of 108.43 m.p.h. over the
198.8 mile course kept Scotland's
Jackie Stewart from clinching
the world drivers' championship
at the 31st automobile Grand Prix
SOUTH ORANGE, N.J. UPI - of Germany in Adenau Sunday.
the nation's No. 1 and 2 players,
fellow Davis Cup teammates Ar- SEATTLE UPI - Bill Sterett,
thur Ashe and Clark Graebner, of Owensboro, Ky., piloted Miss
on his way to the championship Budweiser to victory in the annuin the $20,000 Eastern Grass al Seattle Seafair Trophy race for
Court tniirnament.
unlimited hydroplanes on Lake,.
Washington Sunday.
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News; Wthr ; Sports Bronco
CO News, Wthr. isTs.
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Lancer
:00 Star Trek
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The
:30 Julia
The
Show
Movie:
LiberaCe
2 .00 First Tuesday
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Look-In
:30 First Tuesday
.r_
Movie
60 Minutes
:00 First TuesdrY
,
Moyle
60 Minutes
:30 First T oe:..cav
Snorts
s ieys: Wthr : Sports News: Wthr
Wthr
Movie:
Perry
Show
:1lerV
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10
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Kid"
Mason
Perry
Show
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Steak House
NEXT TO TOM'S PIZZA PALACE ON
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Strip Sirlion

STEAK

STEAK HOUSE

*

MONDAY SPECIAL

*

8 oz.

$1.49'I
5-1.39 1

TUESDAY SPECIAL *

THANKS

I

The people of Murray and surrounding area.
We truly appreciate your tre" rnendous response to our
Grand Opening.
o

Rib Eye

I STEAK
* WEDNESDAY SPECIAI. *
Ground Sirlion

STEAK
0
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Open ,6.m. to 9 p.m.
7 Days A Week
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by Charles M. Schulz
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THAT NONE OF HER
OTHER 6RAPCHILDREN
HAG A E3LANKE

* * *
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Twins Snap McNally's
Seventeen Game Streak

Weekend Sports
Summary

Outfielder 011ie Brown was the
No. 1 expansion draft choice
of the San Diego Padres. Brown
came to the major leagues with
the San Francisco Giants.
PI ANUTS

Ul

4. i 969

By VITO STELLINO
McNally to set an American LeaUPI Sports Writer
two-year mark of 18 straight
third with a 69 for 277 and
gue
By STEVE SNIDER
$17,750 and South Africa's Harand to tie the one-season loop
UPI Sports Writer
Dave McNally learned Sunday, record of 16 straight. Instead,
old Henning looped in a long
it's
not how you pitch but who
and
70
for
a
finish
the
putt at
he's now 15-1 for the year.
HARRISON, N.Y. UPI - Golf 278
worth $11,750 in fourth place. you pitch to that can make the
In other American League gais strictly a business with 30- Tommy Aaron, winner of last difference.
mes, Detroit beat Chicago, 6-2,
this
Year-old Frank Beard and
"I've pitched worse games this Kansas City edged Cleveland,
week's Canadian Open had a 70
year's business is booming to
for 279 and a fifth-place tie with year and won," McNally said 3-2, New York topped Seattle,
the time of $155,187.79-plus a feW Lee Trevino, in with a final after his two-year 17-game winn5-3, California nipped Washingextras that don't count in the offting streak was snapped when the
round 71.
3-2, in 11 innings and Oakland
ton,
cial prize money list.
Australia's Bruce Crampton Minnesota Twins beat the Balti- beat Boston, 10-7 but lost the
Now the leading dollar collectmore Orioles, 5-2.
followed with a 71 for 280.
second game, 3-2.
or of the season, Beard did
McNally was nursing a 1-0
Well back were Jack Nicklaus
Willie Horton's grand slam
50,000 worth of business on at 283 and Arnold Palmer at -lead in the seventh when Reese
ninth inning snapped a 2-2
Sunday alone by popping in a 289. Arnie won $476.19 in a five- was sent up as a pinch-hitter the
carried the Tigers past
and
tie
birdie putt on the 72nd hole of way tip for last place.
with the bases loaded and two Chicago. Reliever Dan Osinski
the Westchester Classic for a
out. Reese hit a 3-2 pitch to the gave up a single to Mickey Stanfive-under -par 267 and one-shoot
opposite field in left for the first
ley opening the ninth. A force
victory over 25-year-old Bert
grand-slam homer of his career out, an error by Bobby Knoop
Greene, who started the day with
to end McNally's string.
and a walk to Norm Cash set the
a four-shot lead.
Musical 'Speaks Up'
is 15-1 For Year
stage for Horton's homer.
"It's the only time I led,"
A victory would have enabled
said Beard. "But it was the
ST. LOUIS (UPI) - Stan
Pitches Four-Hitter
right time, wasn't it?"
minne. Musial is one of the leaders in
Beard, winner of the
for America"
Joe Foy's two-run homer with
sota Clacsic three weeks ago, the "Speak Up
high school
contest
for
essay
one
out in the sixth broke up
wound up with 275-13 under par
-county area in
Luis Tiant's no-hit bid and led
for the distance in the $250,000 students in a 10
Kansas City past Cleveland. Tiatournament that ranks as the Missouri.
St. Louis CarMusial,
former
nt had a no-hitter for 5 1-3 innrichest in the world.
Weekend Sports Summary
of Earner,
ings before he gave up Foy's
Greene, son of a veteran Geor- dinal great and a Hall
By United Press International
homer. Wally Bunker pitched a
gin club pro , faded to a par 72 said he became involved in the
essay contest because it "profor the victory.
four-hitter
after three straight rounds in
Saturday
'.ides an opportunity not only
Billy Cowan's bases-loaded sithe 60s and wound up second
ngle in the Ilth inning gave Cal276, but his $28,500 prize to tell what's right with America,t
WASHINGTON UPI - The rain
ifornia
the triumph over Washbut
alio
to
offer
constructive
was nearly as much as he had
couldn't mar the return of Coach ington. Bubba Morton opened the
won previously in three years suggestions on ways that the Vince Lombardi
and player- 11th with a triple and reliever
democratic processes of our syson the tour.
Coach Sam Huff as the Washing- Casey Cox intentionally walked
tem
of
government
can
be
imDan Sikes, who blew a threeton Redskins defeated the Chi- the next two batters before Cowfoot putt on the last hole, was proved." ,
cago Bears, 13-7, Saturday night.
an decided it with his first hit
in an Angel uniform.
COEANPORT, N.J. UPI - The
Bill Robinson and Gene Michwithdrawal of Arts and Letters ael each drove in two runs durleft the way open for Al Hattab
ing a five-run first inning as New
wsm--TV
WL .—TV
%SI X — TV'
as the three-year -old outran a York beat Seattle. Former YanChannel 5
Channel 4
Channel 6
field of nine over the one and
kee Steve Barber was bombed out
MONDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
,mile track to win the $100,000
and
took the loss while Stan Bahnc
00 News Wthr.; sots.
News; Wthr.: Sports bro.,.
Monmouth Invitational Handicap
tiia
Time for Americans
_ _ :30 I Dream of Jeannie Gunsrnoke
sen got the victory with a 7 1-3
at Monmouth Park, N.J.
wi
1361 The Bost Years
Gunsmoke
Time for Americans
inniog stint.
a
30 Moyle:
Here's Lucy
Guns of Will Sonneti
Rico Petrocelli hit his 28th
0 :00 "Khartoum"
Mayberry R.F.D.
The Outcasts
LIME ROCK, Conn. UPI -Brit0 :30
MOvie
Family Affair
The outc.its
homer
and Boston survivedatwo9:00 "M‘Ovvire
Jimmie Rodgers Show The Dick Cavett Show
ain's Peter Gethin, driving a Mcrun Oakland rally in the ninai to
Jimmie Rodgers Show The Dick Cavett Show
Laren Chevrolet, took the lead on gain a split with the A's. The A's
:3
0! cfc.
enws; W
sithr.; Sets ews; Wthr; Scoria
,Wthr.; Searle
10
Now
Maspn
the third lap and was never head- won the first game on Danny Catg .00 Tonight Show
Perry Mason
"As the Sea Rages"
ed as he raced to a victory in the er's grand slam and RamonWebI I :30 Tonloht Show
Marshal Dillon
Movie
Lime Rock Formula A continentMovie:
Joey
Blshoo
ster's bases-loaded single, Regg12 ::37
Joey Bishop Show
al championship race.
:00
ie Jackson, who hit his 41st homer
Joey Bishop Show
I :30
Joey Bishop Show
on Saturday, didn't get much of a
TUESDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
chance to hit No.42. He was walkSunday'
ed seven times in the two games.
Wcrshio
5
Country Journal

ChicagoCubs to victory over the
hapless Padres, who lost their
eighth straight. Clarence Gaston
had given San Diego a 3-11ead with By United Press, Inter=
his first major league homer.
The Cubs held' their six-game- Vince - Lonitia
-rdi" and J
lead over the Mets in the Eastern Unitas are back - but 0. J. unDivision race.
pson still hasn't arrived
the
Claude Osteen stopped the Car- first place yet.
dinals six-game winning streak
The two guys who were ere
with a four-hitter and Bill Sudakis and the one who wasn't rec ved
drove in three runs to keep the the attention Saturday night en
Dodgers in the thick of the West- the 1969 exhibition schedulel got
ern Division race. The victory into full swing with five wallies
left the Dodgers one game behind after the New York Jets kiaked
Cincinnati. The defeat' dropped things off Friday night by escapSt. Louis 91/2 games behind Chi- ing with a 26-24 victory over the
cago.
college All-Stars.
Johnny Edwards .and Joe MorLombardi, who spent lastsea.sgan each had three hitsandDenis on in the front office at Green
Menke drove in two runs as the Hay before going to Washington
Astros breezed to an opening- to return to the sidelines, made
game victory over Montreal. But his debut in a downpour at RFK
Mack Jones drove in the only run Stadium. The weather was awful
of the nightcap with an infield but Lombardi's teams usually
grounder and Howie Reed hurled don't let bad weather bother them.
a fonr-hitter to check the Astros' They didn't this time, either, as
seven-game winning streak. The the Redskins sloshed to a 13-7
loss left Houston two games be-`victory over the Chicago Bears.
hind Cincinnati.
Unitas, who sat out most of last
season with a bad elbow, looked
like the Unitas of old as he saw
•
a quarter of action in the BaltiMantle Ace
more Colts 26-6 victory over the
In World Series
San Diego Chargers.
Meanwhile, Simpson was still
NEW
YORK (UPI) Playing in 65 World Series games refusing to sign with the Buffalo
during his 18-season career with Bills - but his asking price probthe New York Yankees, Mickey ably went up a bit after the Bills'
Mantle hit 18 series homers and pathetic ground showing in a24-7
Bills gamed
drove in 40 runs. He also scored loss to Houston. The
just 23 yards rushing- and had a
42 times.
grand Mil of minus two yards.
* * *
in the second half. It looks like
the Bills are desperate for a
McGee Honored
running back of Simpson's i aliNEW
YORK (UPI) - ber.
In the other two games,Kansas
Jim McGee, co-crew chief for
Indianapolis 500 winner Mario City edged Oakland, 23-17, and
Anflretti, has been named chair- Minnesota clobbered Miami, 45man of the advisory committee 10. The Minnesota and Baltimore
for the Rockwell Mechanics A. victories gave the NFL a2-0 lead
ward at the 1970 Memorial nay 51n the games between the two
' leagues, but there are 31 games
race.
Each year, chief mechanics left.
of cars entered at Indianapolis
vote for the crew chief "who
made the most significant,contribution to automotive pro- Strikeout Leaders
gress, racing in general and the
NEW
YORK (UPI) —
Indy 500 race in particular."
Houston A3tro pitchers led the
* * *
National League in strikeouts
in 1968 with :1023. but finished
Beaver's Great
seventh in club pitching with a
Court Record
3
c7
6p
.osite earned run averagt. of
CORVALLIS, Ore. (UPI) The Oregon State Beavers bas* * *
ketball team recorded the
school's 1,000th basketball vic- Winningest
tory in their 1968 season's finale
NEW -YORK (UPI) against arch-rival, Oregon U.
The Chicago Cubs of 1906 won
* * *
.-116 baseball agmes, mole than
011ie Brown
any other pennant-winning team
in National League -Iiistoey, and
No. 1 Pick
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (UPI) - lost only 36.
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Wins $50,000
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YORK _ UPI) NEW
formerly of the
Don Hutson; forme
Green Bay Packers, led the National Football League in pass
receiving for eight years between
1936 and 1945, according to the
Cubs Rally To Win
RC Sports Information !Bureau.
His best year was 1942, when
Billy Williams' three - run
he caught 74 passes for 1211
homer in the eighth rallied the
y ards.
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TELL GRAMMA THAT I'M VERY
RAPPY FOR HER, AND 'THAT MY
ADMIRATION FOR T4)5E OTHER
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I DON'T THINK I'LL
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Miss Sherry Lynn Lovett And
Hollis Lee Wilkins United In Marriage

etk„-Abil-

Who should
pay for dates?
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY Regarding "who should pay on dates?"
You said that if the gentleman invites the lady, HE should
• pay. This sotmds ducky on the face of it, but
what other
choice has he? She sure as heck is not about to ask HIM out!
• She has *a good thing going. He's trapped and she
knows it.
Now, hear me out. This caste system might have had
some validity years ago, but things are different now, and
I
see no reason why a man should have to shoulder the whole
cost when the broad he's out with is earning as much—if
not
more thanithe is.
Now, what I want from you, Dear Abby, is one good
reason why the man should have.to submit to this form of
cultural blackmail? Actually, if my fellow men are too stupid
' to realiie that they are being taken, then the deserve to
be,
and I wish you girls the best of luck. As for me, I am thru
. being used!
HAD IT
DEAR HAD IT: No man has to submit to any form of
blackmail. He has the right to ask the lady to pick up the tab
for herself, or for both of them. She may even do it, but it is
also her right to refuse.
DEAR ABBY: I think I can help that girl who said
policemen "turn her on," and she wanted to know how to
meet one. Policemen "turn me on," too, and I can give her
acme tips freta-my own experience.
1.=Ciet a'job as a waitress. Policemen always stop in
diners for coffee or a quick bite. This is a perfect place to
start a conversation with a policeman, and if he is interested
In you, you'll end up dating him.
2. Get a ticket for over-parking or letting the meter run
out, not for speeding. A speeding ticket is expensive, counts
against your driving record, and besides, you have to go
before the judge and you don't end up meeting the cops
anyway. A ticket for over-parking is only $1.00, and you get
to go down to-the police station to pay it. Here is where you
will meet a lot of cops.
3. Ride around. When a police car passes you, be sure to
look intently at the cops in it. If they smile, smile back.
Chances are they will find something to say to you. I do it all
the time and I've never been disappointed.
."LIKES COPS" IN WAYNE, N. J.
DEAR ABBY. I wonder if those people who are all for
birth control and abortion have ever stopped to consider that
every year thousands of childless couples have been able to
adopt babies only because they were illeptimate.
Unwed mothers actually serve a very useful purpose in
society, don't they?
AGAINST BIRTH CONTROL AND ABORTION
DEAR AGAINST: Ws true that because of
Megitimacy,
many couples have been able to become parents thru
adoption. But to say that "the unwed mother serves a useful
put pose in society" is like camparing illegitimacy to a heart
transplant. It's wonderful for the recipient, but serves no
useful purpose for the donor.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "PICKED A LEMON" IN
LEXINGTON: When you pick a lemon—make a lemonade.
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For
a personal
reply write to Abby, Box 89700, Los
Angeles, Cal. 90069, and
enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a
Lovely Wedding,"
send Si to Abby, Box 69700, Los
Angeles, Cal. 9041611.

In a candlelight ceremony on
Thursday evening July 3, at
8:00 o'clock Miss Sherry Lynn
Lovett, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James Lewis Lovett of
Benton Route 5, and Hollis Lee
Wilkins, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James A. Wilkins of Benton
Route 4 were united in marriage
at the Fairclealing Church of
Christ. Brother Terry Walter,
minister, performed the douWe
ring ceremony.
A program of nuptial music
was presented preceding and
during the ceremony by Miss
Nora Morgan, cousin of the
bride.
The wedding vows were
pledged before a background of
ferns and beauty baskets of
white gladioli, mums and pompoms. Candelabras were arranged to form an arch to complete the setting. White satin
bows marked the family pews.
Preceding the ceremony the
tapers were lighted by Kerry
Lovett, brother of the brideand
Phil Norwood, cousin of the
bride.
The bride given in marriage by
her father, was attired in a
formal length gown of ivory silk
faced peau de sole. The empire waist silhouette was accented on the high mandarin
collar and sleeves with appliqued motifs of Alencon lace and
seed pearls. Her A-silhouette
skirt was appliqued with lace
and beading down the front. The
detachable chapel train of silk
faced peau de sole accented
around the edge with lace motifs and seed pearls. The brides
elbow length veil of imported
illusion was designed with bouffant tiers and attached to ahead
dress of silk petals outlined in
pearls. Her colonial bouquet
was fashioned of mums and
daisies tied with tulle and
streamers tied in love knots.
Miss Gail Norwood, cousin of
the bride, served as maid of
honor. The bridesmaid was
Mrs. Karen Gray.
The attendants wore formal
gowns of daffodil yellow crepe,
fashioned with an empire
bodice, sleevless with A-line
skirt. The headress was of
matching yellow silk flowers
with shoulder length illusion.
They carried large
yellow
mums tied with moss green
streamers.
The flower girl, Miss Tammy
Wilkins, cousin of the groom
wore a dress styled in the
fashion of the attendants. In
her hair she wore a bandeau
of yellow flowers. She carried a white basket of red
rose petals. The ringbearer
was Jeffery Nimmo nephew of
the groom.
Attending Mr. Wilkins as best
men was his cousin, Larry
Faircloth. The groomsman was
Chad Gray.
Mrs. Lovett chose for her
daughters wedding a beige
double knit dress with matching
accessories. She also wore a
corsage of white carnations.
Following the ceremony, a reception was held in the recreation room of the ministers
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QAY "GIRL SCOUTS" and
**-1 you think of campfires
and cookies. Add another "C"
for Conservation beckuse
these young Americans, some
3,160,000 of them, are helping to save our country's
great natural rescurces.
. an
•"I give my pledge as

American to save and faithfully to defend from waste the
natural resources of my country its soil and minerals. its
forests, water and wildlife,"
goes the Girl Scout conservation pledge.
It is a pledge that's taken
seriously at a time irt our

BPyracstcio
ce
ud
ts

history when conservation
should be everyone's business
for urban development is eating up land and pollution is
threatening wild life. Girl
Scouts all oieF the country
are attuned to these problems
and are working to overcome
them.
• In Rhode Island where
more and more trees have
been cut down and marsh
reeds destroyed, wood ducks
have been finding it hard to
set up housekeeping. Girl
Scouts are helping them,
building houses for the ducks,
placing them in likely places
for nests to be located.
• Jersey City scouts, lead
by Mrs. Hilda Feith, are
fighting another battle. They
have been trying to help conservationist leaders establish
a wild life refuge in the East
Hackensack Meadows, scheduled for development and industrialization but with room
for a bird sanctuary and for
muskrats and other small
animals, too. Once the natural refuge of a vast number
of animals, including beaver,
the Meadows have been laid
waste by the misuse of the
area by
O Li Iowa, Junior Troop
160 has placed 20 bird houses
along a nature trail in an
effort to entice bluebirds,, back
to Muscatine.
• Brownie Troop 1753 in
Edmonds. Washington, spent
three wecitends clearing the'
ocean beach of botUes, tin
esentirtn-tilft woode•-*ear Besilr'Ai.i. Mitairistie
thf
acme
Mountain. N.Y, ConserVation training teaches'them to rein 'the Hfc,h -Sierra,
where scouts on horzeback pastoreta site to natural litter-tree state before they leave it.
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home. Serving at the brides
table were Miss Dinah Clayton,
Miss Eva Roberts, Miss Cindy
Norwood, and Miss Kay Downing. Miss Carol Wilkins, sister of the groom kept the guest
register. Rice bags of white
net were presented to the guests
by Lydia Nimmo.
Following the reception the
couple left for a short wedding
trip. For traveling the bride
wore a blue knit dress. Her
corsage was taken from her
bridal bouquet. The couple is
now at home on Benton Route 4.

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947
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Celia late Fields To
Wed Dale Harrell
Mr. and Mrs. Oval L. Fields
of Benton announce the engagement and approaching marriage
of their youngest daughter,
Celia Jane, to Dale Harrell,son
of Mrs. Mary Beard of Benton
and Julian Harrell of Hardin.
Miss Fields is presently attending Draughon's Business
College in Paducah.
Mr. Harrell is attending The
Institute of Electronic Technology in Paducah.
The wedding will be Saturday,
August 30, at the Benton Church
of Christ at 2 p. m.
All relatives and friends are
invited to attend the wedding.

UAL CALINIAI
Monday, August 4
Groups of the WMS of the
First Baptist Church will meet
as follows: Lottie Moon with
Mrs. Purdom Outland at 7:30
p.m.; Kathleen Jones with Mrs.
L L. Dunn at 7:15 p.m.; Ruby
Nelle Hardy at the Youth Center at 6:30 p.m.
• ••
Tuesday, August 5

I

Miss Litchfield
Fiancee (it
Billy Ross
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow C.
Litchftekl of Benton Rt. 4, announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Frieda
-youngest
Louise, to Billy Ross, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Talmadge'Ross of
Benton.
Miss Litchfield is a 1966 graduate of South Marshall High
School and will be a senior at
Murray State Univeisity, where
she is majoring in English.
Mr. Ross, is a 1965 graduate of
Benton High School and is a
senior at Murray State University, where he is majoring in
business administration.
The wedding will .be solemnized Saturday, Aug. 23 at 6:30
p. m. at the "First Missionary
Baptist Church in Benton.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and reception immediately following at the-church.

Then new canes of black or
in life that are important to
purple raspberries have reachthem. There is a certain ae4 a height of about two feet, mount of
hostility in this age •
ssemer pruning — sometimes and parents
should decide
ed summer pinching — can which goals are
the most vadone.
lue, such as honesty or neatPruning can be done by tak- ness. It is better for
youth to
iris off the growing tip of the rebel against less important
1411 Olive Blvd.
men cane when the early sum- goals than ones the
parents
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
air growth of that cane has hold most
important.
Phone 753-3652
Truly Fine Cleaning
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or- •relached the desired height. No
However, our society of tnder of the Rainbow for Girls defnite date can be given for day it seems is putting priority
will meet at the Masonic Hall this operation, because rasp- on materialism and the youth
berry cane growth varies un- of today are
at seven p.m.
rebelling against
• ••
clear different soils and ,weather "things". Maybe
parents need
The Women's Society of conditions.
to reevaluate their goals and
Christian Service of the First .,athen the tip has been re- ideals and see which is worthved from the main cane, the while. Youngsters are lost
United Methodist Church wilt
withmeet at the church at ten am. cage will make no further up- out adult models to follow.
The executive board will meet right growth. Lateral branch What kind of models have we
th will be stimulated, how- beettoste- this generation of
at 9:15 a.m.
__
youth? — Miss Irma Hamilton.
e summer pinching applies
The Phebian Sunday School
•••
black
and
purple
rasp.
Baptist
to
First
Class of the
Cash can keep you cooler
A substantial bank account
this summer. So figure out
es. Red raspberry plants do is not the only indicator of
Church will meet at the home
finwhat you need for air cont possess the ability to form ancial worth. One of the best
of Mrs. Joe R. Sims, Canterditioning, attic fan, patio,
eral branches. — Mrs. Max- measuring sticks is your net
bury Estates, at 7:30 p.m. Hosawnings, backyard pool;
Griffin.
tesses will be Mesdames Ben
worth statement.
screen porch or a few days
•••
Trevathan, Alvis Jones, E. O.
in the country. Then talk
Stony people think they know To find your net worth. simHousden, Hassell Kuykendall,
to the men who treat you
u to hold the knife and fork ply add up what you own and
Grayson McClure, James Washlike No. 1, not an 8-figure
to cutting food but are mu- subtract what you owe. The recomputer number.
er, Tip Miller, Louis Kerlick,
m on the proper method.sults may give you the satisfacand Lloyd Horn.
SEE US !-DR A
t ••
-e is the proper method. tion of seeing some real finanSUMMER COMFORT
ck yourself! Hold the knife cial progress or it may indicate
Wednesday, August 6
the right hand, the fork in you'd better tighten your purse
left, tines down, holding strings. — Mrs. Barletta WraThe ladies day luncheon will
handle firmly and natural. ther.
be served at the Oaks Couro_ry
s ••
The end of the handle rests
Club at 12:15 p.m. with Jackie
.he palm of the hand and is Are you buying silverware as
Waterfield as hostess and Mae
Simmons as co-hostess. Other n ler seen, the index finger ex- a new bride, or for the new
hostesses are Jeannie Critten- t tog along the handle to bride? If so, take your time and
den, Jo Lovett, Virginia Mor- s dy and guide the knife or choose a piece that will give
YOU'RE
c The knife blade should lasting pleasure to the user. If
gan, Dixie Hopkins, Suzanne
be stuck between t he you are buying flatware, which
ALWAYS
Barbara Hudson, Juanita Stallons, Edith Story, Car- tines of the fork! Cut just en- includes knives, forks, spoons,
olyn Reagan, Ruth Calhoun, ough meat or other food for and serving pieces consider
Sensible Terms to
one ort
time. — these pointers: 1. Does It
Everor
wAapites at
and Dorothy Byrn.
Fit Your Budget
•••
Pat
balance comfortably in the
• ••
The Cherry Corner Baptist
hand? 2. Are the fork tines
Church Woman's Missionary TEEN-AGERS — How to re- smooth and strong? 3. Are the
Society will meet at the church duce conflicts is a big problem spoon and fork shanks sturdy
of today. Teen-agers need 3 enough? 4. Are the knife blades
at 7:30 p.m.
•••
loose rein, but parents should securely attached to the hanCRE•0111
The Flint Baptist Church Wo- limit its length. Teen-agers dles, or do they look as though
OF' 1$111711C•
man's Missionary Society is should not be given more free- they might loosen with use?—
hanto
able
Potts.
they
are
than
W.
dom
Mildred
Mrs.
scheduled to meet at seven pin
• ••
In Bel-Air Center
ieurrey
dle.
at the church.
•••
Bob LaNiastu.s, Mgr.
Parents and young people
Phone 753-5573
Pack with convenience in
should agree on some of the mind so you can be a carefree, WI MAKE IND MORTGAGE REAL ESTATE LOANS
Sunday, August 9
The annual reunion of the important issues of this age. fresh and unrumpled traveler.
family of Henry Vinson will How well this is accomplished Good packing starts with plannbe held at Kenlake State Park depends on the love, respect ing ahead. Visualize every outAll friends and relatives are and understanding between par- fit, from underclothing to shoes
ents and teen-agers.
and eliminate anything you
invited to attend.
A family should choose goals can't wear more than once. A
minimum of three sets of underwear Is a good guide to follow — one to wear, one to
wash, and one to spare. To pro
vide a greater variety in your
wardrobe, choose a basic color
scheme of no-wrinkle garments. — Mrs. Catherine C.
Thompson.
•••
The first recipient of the Conssional Medal of Honor was
,
Jacob Parrott, a soldier from
Fairfield County, Ohio, in 1863.
AT THE
* * *
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EVERYBODY STAYS
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• LOW RATES — Beautifully decorated rooms with modern
baths,
television, air conditioning,
• FAMILY PLANS — No cl-orge for children under 14 when
in
the same room with parents. If additional•raorn is
needed,
single rate would apply for both rooms
• MEE PARKING in our convenient indoor garage for
oveenight
guests and Jim Porter Room dinner guests.
The Most Fames Basket e the Wand

THIS IS A

• LOUISVILLFS FINEST FOOD in the famous Jim
Porter Tavern,
ond the unique Derby Room. Entertainment nightly in
the
Derby ROOT. Quick service in the Coffee Shop.
• LOUISVILLE'S MOST MODERN CONVENTION
FACIUllES.
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LON le: OF ANIMALS: A,southern Girl Scout shows the devotion for animals children are taught in Scout program.
trol parks picking up debris fully when hiking through unleft by homo sapiens.
4,..„.„transpied fields. Ttftsytbver up
• All over the country, roots of trees that have been
Girl Scouts are safeguarding exposed by soil erosion. They
nature. They're growing roses use infinite precaution in
where there was rubbish, pet- building and extingulsblbg
ting in plants with berries, campfires.
_Krds can eat, helping Prevent They are working to keep
soil erosion by building America beautiful and protect
viesetirwitAiNt-s-they
sortichameta-tralla aer.
08
slopes of widely used hills
gghtanweemliamfopliloewt.heir
i
cirdeerssetintiPi
They fan out and step rare-

SUSINI

COMMUNITY
HOME OF KENTUCKY HOSPITALITY

Let us we/come you.'
Linda Adams
Phone 753-2375

411, and Walnut
Kontotiry

For Restuvatoons
13021 584-4141

EXTRA :
Reliable
selling. 1
new typi
pensers
cure loci
reference
Investme

inventorj
can. -net
personal
eluding
Tern'*trot
Avenue.
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

SERVICES OFFERED

NEU WANTED

AUTOS FOR SALE
GOOD USED CARS

Because of Popular Demand

YNE

row C.
4, an,nd aptheir
rleda
son of
Ross of

MONDAY - AUGUST 4, 1969

FOR SALE

Foa SALE

BOONE'S COIN LAUNDRY
AUTOS FOR SALE

1966 OLDSMOBELE Delta 88,
two door hardtop. Black vinyl
Inside, automatic transmission,
brakes.
and
power steering
Real sharp car.
1966 CHEVY II Nova station
wagon with 283 motor, automatic transmission and power
steering.
1962 CHEVY II Nova two door
hardtop, automatic transmission.
1965 OLDSMOBILE 88 four
door hardtop with factory sax
and power.
1966 CHRYSLER Newport, four
door sedan with factory air and
all power.
1964 PONTIAC Bonneville four
door hardtop with factory air
and all power.
1968 BUICK 1.2-Sabre four door
sedan. All power and factory
air. Blue with black vinyl roof.
1967 CHRYSLER New Yorker
with factory air and all power.
1968 PONTIAC Catalina, four
door hardtop. Dark green with
black vinyl roof, factory air and
all power.
1967 PONTIAC Tempest Custom with automatic transmission, power steering and 328
V-8 motor.
1961 FORD Country Sedan station wagon. Real sharp car in
good mechanical condition.
1969 BUICK Wildcat four door
hardtop with factory air and
all power. Gold with beige
roof.
1969 OPEL Cadette station wagon with rack on roof.
1963 CHEVROLET Impala four
door sedan.
1961 FORD Falcon station wagon.
1963 FORD Galaxie 500, four
door sedan, V-8 automatic.
1961 BUICK LaSabre, four door
sedan. Local car.
1964 FORD Fairlane station wagon. Real sharp.
1966 PLYMOUTH four door sedan. Automatic and power steering. Brand new tires, local car.
WE ALSO HAVE a few good
hunting and fishing cars.
CAIN & TAYLOR Gulf Station,
Corner of 6th and Main.
A-4-C

Located at 13th and Main
WILL KEEP elderly man in my
KENMORE electric range, cop- GRANDSONS of National Chem
home, room and board. Phone
1966 MUSTANG, Fastback, 289
pertone, 3 years old. Frigidaire
753-6541.
A-4-P portable dishwasher, 2 years pions Smokepole and Clinicn. engine, 4 in floor. Charles Biter,
ade for sale. These are beautiWILL DO baby sitting and iron- old, both excellent condition. ful high tailed pups. American Route 4, Renton, Ky. Phone
A-4-C
ing in my home. Contact Mar- Also child's stroller and jumr field registered. Three months 354-8115.
seat.
Phone
753-8556.
A-4-P
that
Latham
at 511 South 4th.
BY OWNER: New four-bedroom
old, wormed, shots, healthy. 1966 FALCON, 4-door, autobrick home with attached gaA-4-C COUCH and chair. Refrigerator Pedigrees available for inspec- matic. Local car in excellent
al4c
rage, two baths, central beat
and Bar Bell set. Reasonable. tion. Call Jim Litty 443-8908 condition Phone 753-8884. A-4-C
and air conditioning, built in
A-4-P
Phone 753-8397.
A-4-P Paducah. KY.
1965 PLYMOUTH Fury I, pnc
stove, dish washer and garbage
1967 JAWA Motorcycle 350 cc.
disposal, carpet and 'engem
1965 PARKWOOD mobile home. AlsoSorrell horse, 6 years old. $700.00. Phone 753-6206. A-7
KELP WANTED
NELF WANTED
floors throughout the house.
10' x 52' with 4' x 10' living Phone 436-5434.
A-SP 1969 VOLKSWAGEN, locally
No Jobs to Small or Large
Phone 733-4763.
room extension, two bedrooms,
WANTED: Young man to train
A-3-C
bought and owned, 7,000 EXECUTIVE Secretary, Monto be Appreciated
fully furnished, air conditioned, SAVE Big! Do your own rug
manager. Must be
actual miles. Call 753-5255 o day through Friday 8:00 a. in. as restaurant
BY OWNER: Three-bedroom
Free Estlmaegis
washer and carpeting. Phone and upholstery cleaning with
high school diploma
neat,
have
A-4iee at 1501 Johnoon.
Contact:
frame on North 17th Street.
to 5:00 p. m. Must be a pro- and able to furnish excellent
753-7584 after 5:30 p. m. A-4-C Blue
Lustre. Rent electitic
Electric heat and air conditionficient
typist; experienced pre- references. No phone calls. ApA•9i•C
shampooer $1. Big K
NOTICE
ing. Phone 753-4640 after 5:00
ferred; shorthand desirable but ply in person only. Colonial
IS
YOUR
Bushiesii
for
sale? YOU saved and slaved for w$11
p. in.
A-4-C
not required; neat, mature, House Smorgasbord.
A-3-C
Businesses only. For fast con- to wall carpet. Keep it new with
some college and or business
REDUCED by owner: Threefidential service call 471.1930 Blue Lustre. Rent electric shameducation. Apply in person at WONDER HOW you will buy
bedroom brick on Keeneland letween 1:00 a. in. and
or write: Byerfinder, Sikeston, pooer $1. Western Auto, ho e
the Administrators office, Mur- school clothes for your children
5:00 P. in.
Drive with lots of extras. Own
Of
RID
GET
Mo.
A-4-C of "The Wishing Well". A
ray-Calloway County Hospital or take a vacation? Join us in
er must move. Priced to sell.
PESTS
A-4-C an exciting sales career. Phone
Phone 753-7424 for Information.
GIBSON 40 in. electric
753-3056.
A-8-C
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
A-7-C
Phone Hafford Orr 492-84
WANTED Carpenter with crew
REAL ESTATE POR SALE
AP
and tools to build shell type WANTED: Man with some elec
KENTUCKY LAKE Lots f o r
homes Contact Jim Walters tronics background or youn
ROACHES
sale: (100' x 200', $695); Central
NEED NEW ROOF-but
Homes, 2866 US. 641 South, man wanting to train in thi
Carry
Germs
water available, lake access
of money, apply Hy-Klas fi
Henderson, Ky. Phone 826-8321. field. Write P. 0. Box 32-Z an
SPIDERS
and boat ramp, $10 down and
We have this beautiful Tri-Level in Kingswood that has
ed asphalt aluminum. An
A-5-C give full resume. Work avail
Are Poison
$10 per month. Take 121 southing coating that seals ho
Just about every thing, all carpet and tile, 4-bedrooms.
able in either Murray or May
TERMITES
east to New Concord, then 444
"SMILING WOMAN" under 60. field. Fringe benefits
prevents moisture from g
den, 2 baths, patio, drapes, dishwasher, disposal.
include
Home
Eat
Your
northeast to Keniana Shores,
through. Reflects 80% of suit%
3-bedroom B.V. at 1712 Kimnland at $22,000.00. Central
$65.00 per week. Two hours a paid vacations, group insuranc
follow signs. Phone 436-5320
day,
five days a week. For in- and sick leave.
rays and reduces temperature
heat and air, carpet, built-ins. Truly worth the money.
-Locally owned and operatA
A-8-C
by 15 degrees. Serves as Ilk ed for 20 years. We can be terview call 753-8970 between
In Kingswood, 3-bedrooms, din, all built-ins, 2 baths, all
1:00
sulation.
Do
and
the
5:00
job
p.
for
In.
only
A-8-C
carpet,
even patio, has outdoor carpet. You can buy this
NEW DUPLEX west of college
reached 24 hours a day.
WANTED TO BUY
3 cents a square foot. Ask
nice home for $24,750.
by owner. Two bedrooms, livWOMAN
FOR
office
and
phone
about special 20 gallon druie
Call Today For FREE
Large New Home at 1503 Story Avenue, has carpet, lots
GARDEN Vegetables for freez;ng room, dining -kitchen on
work. Half days, year round
price at Hughes Paint Store.
Inspection
of paneling, all built-ins, large lot, central heat and air.
ing. Call 753-6030 after 5:00
both sides. Also one side has
$1.60 hour. J-G Chemist ComAugust-25-C
Phone 753-3914
T-F-N-C
This house has been reduced
p.m.
12' x 25' den, carport, utility
pany, Industrial Road.
A-6-C
Member Chamber of
One of Murrays most modern 3-bedroom homes on Herand 25' x 26' patio. Opportunity
LATE MODEL Singer Zig-Zeg
Commerce and Builders
mitage Avenue. Lot is- 140 a_Jilt This brenclag everyfor rental property, live in one
sewing machine in desk cabiOFFICE AND STATIONERY
Association. LCP-195
thing you could wait in emodern home..
side and rent the other, 753net, sews over pins, sews Oa
DISTRIBUTOR FOR INTERTake
a
look
at
this
big
colonial
in
8825.
Kingswood with the
1-T-C-H
buttons, blind hems, makes b
NATIONAL ORGANIZAwhite fence and large lot This home is one of Murrays
tonholes, fancy stitches, mo
TION. COMPANY FURNISHfinest and the price will suprise you.
grams, mends, and darns.
ED ACCOUNTS.
New 3-bedroom B.V. In Kingswood for the family who
NOTICE
sittachments needed. Full p
wants a nice home with all carpet and tile, built-ins,
only $48.60 or terms of $5
This BILLION DOLLAR marELECTROLUX SAL
ZS is Serdouble garage, all the extras. Just $24,500.00.
per month. For free home trbil
ket available now, at wholevice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
Unique Design Is what you will find in Canterbury when
call Paducah 442-8605 colleet
sale level. Direct from the
Phone 753-3914
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176,
you see this 3-bedroom, formal dining room, 2 baths,
manufacturer, by a tested
Lynnville, Ky.
August42-C
family room, double garage, carpet and tile: Notice the
PROVEN PROGRAM. Pull or
Located 100 So. 130i N.
1969 DELUXE Zig-Zag sewing
kitchen cabinets. Only $31,500.00.
part time, operate from your
ON AND AFTER July 31, 1969
, machine in console. Does net
H-M-5-C
Almost completed. This beautifully designed 4-bedroom
home or office. Man or woI will not be held responsible
41.13•IS
need attachments for mending,
in Canterbury Estates. Will make you a delightful home.
man no experience necessary.
for any debts other than my
darning,
.3 * *
making buttonholes, REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
4-bedrooms, double garage, fine carpet, formal dining
Exceptionally high profits,
own. James A. Lyons. A-15-C
sews on buttons, monograms,
room, large utility room, double front doors, and one of
steady repeat business.
American oil companies spent
and sews fancy creative designs.
the prettiest kitchen and den combination you have ever
EARNINGS UNLIMITED, inreore than
1 billion in the Guaranteed for 20 years. Only
seen. Located on Johnson between 17th and 18th Street
vestment for inventory only.
1966-48 period on air and water
$31.99 or $4.49 per month
South.
1009- RECOVERABLE, and
conservation.
terms. For free home trial call
At 503 South 7th Street, we have this 4-bedroom B.V.
a steady monthly income
Paducah 442-8605 collect.
full basement with fire place, built-ins. carpet and tile
$1,440.00 cash to start and
A-8-C
and H.W. This house is close to town and the price is
up. Business is fully set up
right.
for you. Income starts imEDGARTOWN INQUEST- Dis* * *
30 INCH GE ANGE. GE refrigKing Size Lots
Magnalinrive in Keeniand is this extra nice 4-bedroom
trict .t
7 tturney Edmund Dillif4
mediately. Write including
DIET OF THE STARS
erator. Phone 753-1981.
A-5-P
brick withlIMMaths and carpeted. One of the best: Cities named Stroud in Oklaphone number to: ARROW
4abovei has taken steps to200 x 300
On Kirkwood Drive Is this large 3-bedroom home with
homa, England, Canada and AusBEAGLES. One pair, one year
INTERNATIONAL, INC.. ARward an inquest into the
HOLLYWOOD, Calif.
2 baths. Many extras make this a truly deluxe home.
ROW BUILDING-4507 Lotralia hold a brick and -rolling
, old, one other beagle three
death of Mary Jo Kopechne.
(Speciali-This is the revoluCall 753-6977
In New Providence, this lovely 7 room brick home with
RAIN
pin throwing contest each year
years old. Call 492-8204. A-5-C
AVENUE, CLEVE.
29. drowned when Sen. Edtionary grapefruit diet that
central heat and air. Carpeted and truly a fine home.
LAND, OHIO 44102.
and exchange results by teleward
Kennedy's
car
went
off
everyone is suddenly talking
GOOD
rubber-tired
wagorr
Sha Wa Circle, 3-bedroom brick with central air, double
A-4-C
gram.
bridge near Edgartown, Mass.
about. Thousands of copies
Phone 492-8215.
garage, 2 baths. Price reduced and a real bargain
have been passed from head
to hand in factories, plants
Boautiful in Kingswood. The Mac Fitts horn., 3-bedand offices throughout the
room brick. Delightfully different.
U.S.
Bagwell Manor on Guthrie Drive, a real nice 3-bedroom
Because this diet r e a Ily
$22,000
brick,
works We hswe
New Duplex, 2-bedrooms on each side, modern and pricreporting on its success. If
ed right.
you follow it exactly, you
208 South 12th, 4-bedroom brick, dining room, garage,
should lose 10 pounds in 10
days. No weight loss in the
fireplace. 2 baths. Bargain priced.
first four days but you will
712 Main Street, largo 15 room frame- horns. Excellent
STORE
suddeny drop 5 pounds on the
condition and good investment property.
5th day. Thereafter lose one
SIGNS
Parke Lane Drive, 4-bedroom brick horns. Realy worth
pound a day until the 10th
AND
money.
the
day. Then you will lose 111
Thre•-bedroom brick on South 11th, with income apartpoimds every two days until
DISPLAYS
ment. Reasonable.
you get down to your proper
Near University, 1406 Poplar, 2-bedroom brick with garweight. Best of all, there will
be no hunger pangs. Revised
age and breezeway.
and enlarged, this
Story Avenue and Shady Lane, new 2-bedroom brick. 2
you stuff yourself with formbaths, central heat and air. Bargain.
erly "forbidden" foods, such
Meadow Green Acres. Country living near the city. 3as steaks trimmed with fat,
bedroom, family room. Really nice and priced right.
roast or fried chicken, gravies,
Gatesborough Estates, lovely new 3-bedroom brick. Beaumayonnaise lobster swimming
to.
bq
1.1.
412P4-16 -q
tifully decorated and fully carpeted.
In butter, bacon fats sausages
Circarama,
stone,
3
-bedroom
in
Drive
1108 Fairlano
and scrambled eggs and still
lose weight. The secret begarage. Fine location. Moderate price.
hind this "quick weight loss"
Large Frame on Miller. Has apartment upstairs renting
diet is simple. Fat does not
for $120.00 per month. Seperate entrance, shady lawn.
form fat. And the grapefruit
307 Elm Street, 3-bedroom frame home on good business
juice in this diet acts as a
lot.
• ••
•
WHAT YOU CAN SHOW
HE'LL BE
catalyst (the "trigger"), to
WE CONSIDER IT A RARE
One mile North on 641,9 acres and 4-room garage apartBACK IN AN
BARGAIN SiR. NOW, IP you'RE
THE BOSS -- THE
start the fat burning process.
developing.
ment. Good for
HOUR. wit40
You stuff yourself on the perGUY WHO BUYS THE
NOT INTERESTED, PERHAPS
SHALL I SAY
CHAIRS.
Old 641 North, 3-bedroom frame with basement. $8,000.
mitted foods listed in the diet
I CAN SHOW YOU
ASKED FOR
plan, and still lose unsightly
Van Cleve Road, nice 2-bedroom frame with garage.
HiM ?
fat and excess body fluids. A
Lynn Grove home on beautiful 1% acre lot.
copy of this startling success121 South, 3-bedroom frame - Nice.
ful diet can be obtained by
121 South, 2-bedroom frame. Reasonable.
sending $3 to
Nice Business lot with 50 x 100 garage building.
MOVIELAND DIET PLAN
ANT
-TliderSasi
Fine commercial lots in different parts of town.
1417 S. Itebertson - Suite a
Soveriii farms of various sizes.
Les Angeles. Calif. 96035
Maple Springs Subdivision near Kenlake. Nice large lots.
Money - back guarantee. If
22 acres adjoining Chandler Park. Suitable for developafter trying the diet you have
not lost 7 pounds in the first
641 North, near Dexter, 30 acres and beautiful brick
seven days, another 6 pounds
home. On highway.
In the next 7 days. and 1'4
In Almo, 3-bedroom frame en 1 acre lot, also 2-bedroom
pounds every two days thereframe on % acre lot.
after, simply return the diet
to
1,0 ON -MI 411..• •••••yed
In Kirkssiy, 3'4 acres with m-,dern 7 room brick home
•14.14, by Ualeed Nob., hoar...a, lat
plan and your $2 will be reand shop building.
funded promptly and without
argument. Tear out this mesWe have lots of lake property, several cottages. lakesage as a reminder. Decide
front and lake view lots Watch for our special on lase
now to regain the trim attracproperty in Saturday's paper.
tive figure of your youth
Beautiful horn* in Canterbury, has 3 bedrooms, central
ltp
heat and air, double garage, carpet, and all the extras
..momeMI=IIMIN/
you could want.
Bey while under construction and you might be better
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITISIS
satisfied., Look at this new 3-bedroom, 2 bath, garage, on
nice lot in Gateborough Estates.
EXTRA INCOME OpportunityReliable man or woman. No
Real pretty three bedroom in Bagwoll Manor. Has exselling. Refill and collect from
posed beams it: kitchen, garage. This house will be comnew type coin
operated displeted soon. See it now and pick your own colors.
pensers in your area. We seLarge ten room brick on South 6th Street. All newly decure locat)ons. Must have car,
corated. Three baths, double garage and double carport.
references,-$650 to $2200 cash
Lots of out buildings. % acre lot. You will want to see
investment for equipment and
this fine place.
inventory Ten hours weekly
FOR ALL YOUR Real Estate needs come b or call GUY
can. net excellent income. For
SPANN•REAL.ESTATR AGENCY a& 5.10- Writ Mairif_Tgolf.
personal -WM**. write; Including phone number, to galdo* Hotel Building. Business Phone 75177247 H-me
EtIrintrefrint'.743423:Pefflt
151:15137:
Avenue. Pittsburgh, Pa. 15206.
Onyx Ray, 753-8919; Gary Young, 753-8109.
'1-T-P
BY OWNER: Three-bedroom
brick home on large lot. All
electric, central air and heat.
Keeneland Subdivision. Phone
753-7525.
•
August4C

will be open 24 hours daily, except
Saturday will close at 10:00 p.m.
There will be an attendant on duty.
Begins August 4th.

BLACK TOP PAVING
A. Z. FARLEY

Phone 753-5502

vino

KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL

WRY CLUB
ESTATES

Lose 10 Lbs. In
10 Days on
Grapefruit Diet

$3,000

Nancy

by Ernie Bushmiller

diet lets_

Abbie 'N Slats

Lil' Abner

Pborie--Gtirsplyn-

by R. Van Buren

by Al Capp

MURRAY. KENTUCKY
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ALMANAC
Congressional Boxseore
MAJOR LEGISLATION IN 9157 CONGRESS
Hawse Ikaa-uk
iunwte tina-up

• SCHEDULED
O IN PROCESS
* COMPLETED

HOUSE

Den,

GOP

24S

SS$

7

3?

43

0

Votanctes

SENATE

As et July )1. 1961

Nonproliferation Treaty
Tax Surcharge
Tax Law Revision
Electoral College Revision
East-West Trade
Postmaster Appointments
Postal Corporation
Mine Safety
Water Pollution
Omnibus Farm Bill
Voting Rights
Antipoverty Program

** **

Elementary Education
School lunch Program
Food Stamp Authorization
Food Stamp Reform

•

****
**

BEST SELLERS
(UPI)
Psbillelises Weskits)
Vietlea
a

THE LOVE MACHINE Jacqueline Swann
PORTNOY'S COMPLAINT Philip Roth
ADA OR ARDOR - Vladimir
Nabokov
THE GODFATHER - Mario Puri:.
SLAUGHTERHOUSE-FIVE Kurt Vonnegut,Jr.
THE ANDROMEDA STRAIN Michael Otriehton
THE GOODBYE LOOK Rocs MacDonald
EXCEPT FOR ME AND THEE Jeasamyn
IR Gt CONNECTION '"
TH1 SAL
Helen Motel nnes
BULLET PARK - John Cheerer
.14•11Ac0es

JENNIE - Ralph G. Martin
ERNEST HEMINGWAY Caries Baker
THE PETER PRINCIPLE -- Laurence
J. Peter and Raymond Hull
BETWEEN PARENT AND TEPiAGER - Dr..Haim G. Ginott
THE 900 DAYS - Harrison
Salisbury
THE KINGDOM AND THE
POWER - Gay Talese
MISS CRAIG'S 21-DAY-SHAPE-13P
PROGRAM FOR MEN AND
-WOMEN - Marjorie Craig
THE MONEY GAME - Adam Smith
THE JOYS OF YIDDISH Leo Rosten
A LONG ROW OF CANDLES C.L. Sulzberger
Rory back
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Rory
Calhoun returns to greasepaint
after a long time to play a slick
con man in a "Lancer' episode
for television.

Hospital Report
ADULTS 95
NEWBORN 8
AUGUST I, 1969

NBC will present its schedule
w the new season in the week
el Sept. 14-20. There will Ix
%-•ven new programs introduced
in that period.

There may be quite a rating
race in the 7:30-8:30 p.m. SatADMISSIONS
The
urday slot in the fall.
Jackie
selidly
established
Mrs, Janie Parker & Baby eletebn program on CBS, which
Girl, 1626 Hamilton, Murray; has been going in for a lot of
Mrs. Brenda McCallon & Baby iariety programs lately, -Should
Boy, Rte, 1, Hardin; Mrs. Anne have some solid competition in
Elizabeth Woods, Rte,2, Murray; the guest star field through the
Billy Thorn, Rte. 5, Murray; return to weekly duty by singer
Norman Castleberry, Rte, 2, .Andy Williams on the NBC netBenton; Mrs. Peggy Butterworth work. The logical Gleason ri& Baby Girl, Rte 2, Murray;
Loman McDougal, Rte. 6, Mur- poste is to return to a heavy
of "The Honeyray; Mrs. Johanna Gaeta & Baby m.hedule
Boy, 208 South 15th, Murray; mooners" shows. Which would
Mrs. Sherrian Taylor & Baby !flake most people happy_
Girl, Rte. 2, Benton; Mrs. Magg..
ie Guthrie, Rte. 1, Hazel; Mrs.
Johnny Carson has a new
Mollie Rogers, Rte. 1, Murray;
contract that obligates him
\BC
Vine
900
Mrs. Maggie Upchurch,
St., Murray; Plenty Walker, 501 to the "Tonight" program for
Pine, Murray; Mrs. May Andrus, period "into the 1970's." At,
of course, a token pay rime of
1108 West Popular, Murray.
a few thousand a week. And
probably a few more weeks off.
DISMISSALS
arson took over the program
Maude K. Whits, Rte. 1, Almo; in Octe4ser, 1962,
Clara K. Starks, Rte. 1, Almo;
Mary Sue Vance, Rte. 6, Murray;
Sue Jane Mohundro, Rte. 6, Murray; Finis Collins (to Convalescent), National Hotel, Murray;
Mrs. Grant Stiles, 1212 Peggy
Ann, Murray; Dommie D. Cleaver, Rte. 1, Almo; Juanita Pritchett, Rte. 1, Dexter; Mrs. Ruby
Jo Leslie, 215 South 16th, Murray; Mrs. Vera Hutchens, 1704
Miller, Murray; Mrs. Beck, Miller, 1505 Park Lane, Murray.

Bonk Holding Companies

•

Notes

*

Foreign Aid
Organized Crime Control

te•sa$1441b

by United Press International
Today is Monday, Aug. 4, the
216th day of 1969 with 149 to
NEW
YORK (UPI)
follow.
The moon is in its last quar- N6C's two-hour musical special,
`fhlans Brinker or the Silver
ter.
The morning stars are Venus 41-ites,'” scheduled for the cornseason, will have noted acand Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercu- *ir Cyril Ritchard in the role
ry, Mars and Jupiter.
et the innkeeper.
On this day in history:
In 1735, "freedom of the
From one "daughter" to
press" was established when
John Zenger, publisher of a three is the fate of John
New York City newspaper, was Etrsythe, star of the new "To
acquitted on Label charges. /tome with Love" series which
In 1914. Britain declared war will be on CBS next season in
on Germany as America issued the 7:30-8 p.m. spot Sundays.
a proclamation of neutrality
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-REFLECTIONS ON THE MOON - Part of the lAinar Module, the
sular wind experiment and the U75:' flag are reflected in
the protective face plate of astronaut Edwin Aldrin on the
Moon. Astronaut Neil Armstrong made the shot

Second Box
(esisteraad From Page Ono)
moonllight reports instead of
attending the service.
Stewart said he planned to
bake a cake from "scratch" for
birthday
39th
Armstrong's
Tuesday. He said most of the
fare in the quarantine quarters
is frozen or prepared from
mixes but "if we used a cake
mix it would be someone else's
cake." He said the cake would
have candles.
Technicians had to open the
second rock box in a chamber
filled with nitrogen because Itte
vacuum chamber where t h e
first box was opened was contaminated last week when a
pressure glove burst.
Nitrogen is an insert gas. Dr.
Wilmot N. Hess, chief scientist
at the Lunar Receiving Laboratory, said "We'd rather not"
open the boa anywhere but in . ASTRONAUT EDWIN ALDRIN is photographed by astronaut
a vacuum. But he said he was
Neil Armstrong as Aldrin walks on the Monti near a leg
confident the samples would
of the Lunar Module. Note the footprints the two left.
not be damaged.
He said the disadvantage of
using nitrogen instead of a vareceive a full scholarship this
cuum was outweighed by the
fall.
need to distribute the rocks to
scientists before they lose any
(Continued From Page One)
of the lunar characteristics.
Miss Parks is a 19118 •gradu
ate of Murray State University
student "contriouting most to and is a member of Kappa Del
the overall legal scholarship of ta social sorority.
Point of view
the freshman class".
(1:P1) HOLLYWOOD
Twentieth Century-Fox technic- - She was elected secretary of
ians have made a camera base the Moot Court Club and is on Exclusive contract
inside a steel-framed ball to pro- the club's executive connnittee.
HOLLYWOOD (t21)- Comvide a football's point of view She is chancellor of Kappa Be- edian Bill Coaby signed an exfor a sequence in `111*A*S.*H." ta Pi, international women's le- clusiye recording contract for
gal sorority .
seven years with MCA.
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LAY THAT PISTOL DOWN George D. Newton Jr., firearms specialist for the National Commission on Violence, is shown before the
Senate Juvenile Delinquency
Subcommittee in Washington, when he said the government should confiscate 90
per cent of the pistols owned
in the U.S. He said the government should "allow all
persons except a small group
of prohibited persons" to
own rifles and shotguns.

NEW YORK, Aug. 3. -(UPI)- Most Americans title
and forgiving view" of Senator Edward M
"generous
a
Kennedy's car accident but many are unsatisfied with his
explanation of how it occurred and his behavior afterward,
according to a poll pubildhad Sunday.
-The poll commiadiallie by Time magazine from the
Louis Harris organialtios, indicates "a high degree of
skepticism about Kennedy's explanation of the accident
and his behavior afterward, and about the incident's
bearing on his presidential aptitude," Time said.
The poll questioned Americans on their reaction to the
accident the night of July 18 on Chappaquiddick Island.'
Mass., in which Mary Jo Kopechne, 28, a former secretary
to Senator Robert F Kennedy, was killed. Kennedy failed
to report the accident for about nine hours and has pleaded
guilty to leaving the scene of an accident.
The results included:
68 per cent of those interviewed believe it is unfair to
criticize Kennedy's reaction to the accident "because the
same thing could have happened to anyone."
A plurality of 44 per cent to 36 per cent think "that
Kennedy has failed to tell the real truth."
A majority of 51 per cent to 31 per cent "agrees that
there still has been no adequate explanation of what he
was doing at the party or with the girl who was killed.
40 per cent agreed that Kennedy "panicked in a crisis
and showed that he could not be given high public trust
such as being president; 15 per cent were not sure; 45 per
-ent disagreed with the judgment."
Renublicans, meanwhile were reported seeking a canlidate to oppose Kennedy next year for his Senate seat.
.a0P leaders generally concede their man will lose but
hope they can force the crowd-pleasing Massachusetts
Democrat to stick close to his home state and away from
the presidential campaign trail, thus depriving the Demo-'rats of a valuable camnaigner.
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BROKEN LINE surrounds well known features of Mars that NASA scientists at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena. Calif., are studying from photos televised back by
the two Mariner spacecrafts. This map covers 2,600 miles of Mars' 4.200-mile diameter.
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ADULTS 101
NEWBORN 9
AUGUST 2, 1969
ADMISSIONS
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Mrs. Mary Haney, Orchard
Hgts., Murray; Mrs. Doris Morris, Rte. 2, Murray; Glen McKinney, 801 North 18th, Murray;
..144a_ster Br yaa Siva
Murray; Kenneth Keel, Rte. 1,
Lynn Grove; Mrs. Bonnie Sills
Rte. 5, Benton.

Kentucky
stationary;
down 1.4,
Barkley
stationary;
down 2.3.

DISMISSALS
Master Timothy Henderson,
Rte, 5, Benton; Mrs. Mary Watkins, 409 South 8th, Murray; Mrs.
Bill Cain, 427 South 8th, Murray;
Rebecca Ann Wild, Rte. 1, Syn.
sonia; Dale Louis Sykes, Box
344, Murray; Terry Lynn McKinney, 511 North 7th, Murray;
Mrs. Festus Story, Rte, 1, Murray; Ramona Roberts, Rte, 6,
Murray; Barney Darnell, Rte. 2,
K irlcsey.
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